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WESTIN RESORT & SPA

Location: Steps from both mountain gondolas and the vibrant energy of the village
Rooms: Deluxe Studio Suites, 1 & 2 Bedroom Suites all with full kitchens
Features: Spa, Health club, pool & hot tubs, on-site restaurant, bar & daycare.

HILTON RESORT & SPA

Location: Base of Whistler & Blackcomb Ski lifts at the doorstep of Whistler Village
Rooms: Hotel Rooms, Suites, 1 Bedroom Suites & 2 Bedroom Suites
Features: Free Wifi, 24hr Fitness, Outdoor heated Pool & Hot Tub, Bar & Restaurant

Location: Heart of Whistler Village Centre
Rooms: Deluxe Rooms with 2 Queen Beds including Continental Breakfast daily
Features: Award winning Bearfoot Bistro & Vodka Ice Room
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That’s a question we all consider when planning a ski
trip, and one made infinitely harder to answer due to the
huge range of diverse ski destinations around the globe.
Fortunately, there is an alpine resort to suit all tastes
and this edition outlines the top choices for luxury,
challenging terrain, après-ski fun and more, with plenty of
alternatives to help you narrow down the options.
New Zealand and Japan are popular choices for Aussie travellers and we
have profiled these hotspots alongside the Powder Highway – a lesser known,
but spectacular region that threads through the Canadian Rockies. Closer to
home, we give you the inside track on what to expect from Vail Resort’s recent
acquisition of Perisher, plus offer a peek into a Falls Creek family ski adventure.
No matter what your dream winter adventure might be, the latest edition of
Travel ideas is sure to provide snow inspiration and, as always, is full of advice
from our travel experts. We hope you enjoy the issue.
Tom Walley, Executive general manager

Travel
ideas

This special snow issue of Travel ideas is also
available online. Download the Travel ideas app
from the App Store or Google Play today.
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Experiencing Falls
Creek as a kid and an adult.

Travel ideas magazine is produced by
Hardie Grant Media for Flight Centre.
Editor-in-chief Jason Dutton-Smith
Editor Cassandra Laffey

We traverse the
coolest ski and snowboard
scenes to highlight the best
events from around the world.
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The Flight Centre
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for beginner and expert skiers.
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In-the-know experts
answer your questions about
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Luxe lover or powder junkie?
Find your snowy heaven.

While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy
of information in this magazine, no responsibility can be
accepted by the publisher for errors or omissions, and
in particular no responsibility can be accepted for the
quality of goods and services, including prices quoted
or errors. All material copyright to Hardie Grant Media.
All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part
either electronically or conventionally without the written
permission of the publisher is strictly prohibited.
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THE SNOW EDITION
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Dream drive
60

SWITZERLAND

USA

For serious
adrenaline
junkies,
heli-skiing
in Colorado
takes snow
sports to a
new level.

20

CHILE

Amazing
vistas and
dreamy runs,
don’t tell too
many people
about Chile’s
Portillo
Resort.
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Amazing vistas

Soar and ski

Secret gem

42

Legendary
skiing and
driving, Red
Mountain
is Canada’s
‘Route 66 for
skiers’.

46

Zermatt
boasts the
longest
continuous
ski season
in the Alps
– and epic
views too.
ITALY

Ski a volcano

Why ski a
mountain
when you
can ski
Europe’s
tallest active
volcano in
Sicily?
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1843

The year the
first public ski
competition
was held. It
happened
in Tromsø,
Norway.

SWEDEN

Fly like the wind

Why not try
something
different
and go on a
snowkiting
adventure in
Härjedalen?

32

365

JAPAN

Culture vulture

The number
of days skied
consecutively
– a Guinness
World Record
– achieved
by Arnie
Wilson in 1994.

Slopes, spas
and snow
monkeys,
Hakuba sure
makes for
a quirkycool winter
holiday.
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Ski
the world

fl ick to the pag es
ind icated a nd get r eady
to be in spired by t he
w o rl d o f snow.

2018

The year
South Korea
will host its
first winter
Olympics.
The games
will be held in
Pyeongchang.

P

90+

Countries
around the
world where
you can
technically ski.
This, however,
includes indoor
slopes and
resort-less ski
fields, too.

49
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AUSTRALIA

Family fun

Get away
from the
crowds and
explore the
real New
Zealand.
Camera
compulsory.

NEW ZEALAND

Adventure

Illustrations: iStock, Julia Murray, Ostersundkite

Whether
you’re young
or young
at heart,
Victoria’s
Falls Creek
has you
covered.
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1965

The birth of
the snowboard
concept,
although it
was called the
Snurfer (fusion
of the words
snow and surf )
back then.
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sit back and read up on
the latest, the hottest
and the newest
from the world
of snow

Get to know

JAMES WALT

leading canadian cookbook
author, chef and farm-to-table
pioneer james walt heads up
araxi in whistler, bc, canada
I grew up in the Ottawa Valley and my fondest
childhood memories include playing in the garden
with my brothers and my parents, and eating fresh
peas and carrots. I was raised in an agricultural
community and I saw the day-to-day effect of
knowing where your food comes from and who
grew it. Whistler is a great place for food because
we have an international clientele with diverse food
cultures. This allows us to try many different things
and it’s fantastic to see that people are now paying
attention. We have phenomenal products, especially
since we are close to the ocean, three incredible
food‑producing valleys and large pasturelands.
Sourcing food locally is important to me. It creates
a circle of sustaining ourselves. I’ve been working as
executive chef at Araxi for 15 years and what I love
most about my role is working with young chefs and
fostering relationships with the local growers and
farmers in Pemberton, BC. Some of the best foods
that come from the area include Pemberton potatoes
(which we are well known for), root vegetables,
berries and beef. When I have some time off my
favourite place to ski is Blackcomb. I head straight
to Jersey Cream and Solar Coaster and then up to 7th
Heaven. I really love it here because of the incredible
variety of runs. My next ski dream destination
is Steamboat Springs in Colorado. I have lots of
wonderful memories with friends there.
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James Walt’s
restaurant Araxi
specialises in turning
local produce into
a chic fine-dining
experience.

SKI WHISTLER
WITH SKIMAX

Where you will find something for everyone!
No other resort offers so much choice and it’s no wonder Whistler is consistently ranked #1 by the worldwide snow sports media.

WESTIN RESORT & SPA

DELTA WHISTLER VILLAGE SUITES

Location: Whistler Village

Location: Whistler Village North

Just some facts

Just some facts

> Full Service hotel

> Fully self contained and newly renovated one and two bedroom suites

> Deluxe Studio, 1 and 2 bedroom fully contained suites

> Access to heated outdoor pool, hot tubs and fitness centre

> Complimentary wireless internet throughout the hotel for guests
> Complimentary valet ski storage

> Comfort and convenience of a full service hotel, offers room service,
concierge and valet/bell service

> Indoor/outdoor pool - and hot tubs, sauna and steam room

> Complimentary Wifi throughout the hotel

> Avello Spa & Health Club

> Ski, snowboard storage on-site

> Restaurants & retail shops on-site

To book your next ski holiday, visit your nearest Flight Centre store.

The latest snow thrills

think it’s all about skiing or boarding when it comes to
the snow? these wintry adventures will change your mind

01. Fat biking

Designed for cycling in the snow, fat bikes
have been around since at least the early
20th century. Recently, these special
bikes (they feature extra-large tyres on
wide rims) have been making a mark
for the masses.
W H E R E TO T RY FAT B I K I N G :

SilverStar Mountain Resort in British
Columbia, Canada, offers fat biking as
a free activity (pictured) available as part
of their season pass, and visitors can hire
a bike for the day. The resort has more
than 15km of biking trails for adventurers
to negotiate, as well as regular group
rides and even ladies’ night rides.
At Jackson Hole, Teton Mountain
Bike Tours offers winter bike tours in
the stunning Grand Teton National Park.
Alaska was one of the first places in
the world to take on fat biking. Take a tour
with Seward Adventure Company and
explore incredible terrain like the locals.

02. Snowmobiling

Snowmobiling is an adventurous winter
pastime on small open vehicles – so
it’s a bit like driving or motorbiking, but
on snow instead of a road.
W H E R E TO T RY S N OW M O B I L I N G :

Bridger-Teton National Forest in
Northwest Wyoming has plenty of varied
terrain and groomed snowmobile trails.
Togwotee Mountain Lodge is one of the
best resorts for the sport in the area,
with guided tours, trail rides and
off-trail rides all on offer.
Snowmobiles are a way of life in
Greenland – they are even subject to
local traffic laws. But traffic in the town
of Sisimiut is a relative term, so expect
a fun run through incredible snowscapes.
You can rent a snowmobile at Club
Med Val Thorens... if you can get away
from the amazingly designed grounds.
There’s a neon bar, a dining tepee and
a even a climbing wall in the foyer!

03. Uphill skiing

Uphill skiing (also known as alpine
touring, backcountry skiing and skinning)
is growing in popularity. Using grippy
climbing skins attached to the base of
skis, enthusiasts half slide, half tread
uphill before skiing downward.
W H E R E TO T RY U P H I L L S K I I N G :

At Crested Butte Mountain Resort
(pictured) in Colorado, around 120 people
ski up the mountain per day. An Uphill
Use Pass is US$10 for the day or
US$100 for the season. You can rent
skis, boots and skins at the resort.
Together with the Aspen Snowmass
Ski and Snowboard Schools, Limelight
Hotel has introduced a monthly uphill
skiing program that’s free for hotel guests.
Uphill skiing is popular at both
Killington Resort and Pico Mountain
in Vermont, with travel routes indicated
by uphill travel icons and designated car
spots for fans.

Ice, ice baby
Jukkasjärvi
Icehotel, Sweden

Jukkasjärvi Icehotel in
Sweden is the biggest ice
hotel around and the first
of its kind. It’s rebuilt every
winter with 2,500 tonnes
of ice harvested from the
Torne River.
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Kirkenes Snow
Hotel, Norway

Intricate snow art adorns
the walls of the ice suites at
Kirkenes Snow Hotel, which
opened back in 2006. The
super-cool (excuse the pun)
place to sip vodka and hang
out is in the Icebar.

Kakslauttanen,
Finnish Lapland

Set amid snow-drenched
forests, the Kakslauttanen
Arctic Resort feels like
an Eskimo’s playground.
The snug glass igloos
can accommodate two
to four people.

travel desk
Slopeside with a drink and
a view, Cloud Nine is popular
for a reason.

Record
breakers

$50M

4.
48

With the unveiling of
the recent merger
and US$50 million
renovation, Park City
is now the largest ski
and snowboard
resort in America.

K
M

THE FUN STUFF

Ski, party, repeat

The Krazy Kanguruh in St Anton, Austria, is one of the most well-known bars
on the scene. Be warned: you may ski in sober but you’ll stumble back down the
hill after dancing in ski boots on the bar. The Farinet Après Ski bar in Verbier,
Switzerland, has a retractable roof for when things get too steamy. Traditional
après starts here at 4pm and is all done by 9pm. In Jackson Hole, Wyoming, it’s
all about the Mangy Moose, an American Western-style bar with yes, you guessed
it, a life-sized moose. Cocktails are lethal, so enter the saloon at your own risk.
Cloud Nine on Aspen Highlands has a certain reputation. Skiers and boarders
hike 45 minutes up the Highlands Bowl to score some inbound backcountry-style
terrain before skiing down and straight into the mid-mountain chalet. Will Ferrell
has been spotted dancing on the tables at lunch time. You get the drift.

Words: Tatyana Leonov & Rachael Oakes-Ash. Photos: Brandon Hart, iStock, Paulina Holmgren, Tom Stillo, TZPINC,
www.icehotel.com.au/Connect by Edith Maria Van der Wetering & Wilfred Stijger/Asaf Kliger, Xdachez.com

At any ski resort, hot
chocolate is a given.

4.48km
The Lauberhorn ski
race in Switzerland
is the longest in the
Ski World Cup. Held
annually in mid-January
above Wengen, the
downhill length of
4.48km results in run
times of 2.5 minutes.

252.6
km/h
Speed skiing is one
of the fastest nonmotorised sports
around. Italian
speed skier Simone
Origone set a new
world record of
skiing 252.6km per
hour on the slopes
of Chabrieres in the
French Alps in 2015.

827

Last season Crested
Butte Mountain
Resort, Colorado, set
the world record for
the most skiing and
snowboarding Santas –
a total of 827!

29km

FOODIE RUNDOWN

Snow sustenance

You know you’re in America’s ski fields when bars battle it out for the best
après‑ski Bloody Mary with outlandish garnishes, from bacon and caviar to
celery salt, mini burgers and beer chasers. For dessert it’s all about gooey sweet
s’mores – two graham crackers, marshmallows and chocolate to toast over
a fire. Europe is all about cheese, and lots of it – dip crusty bread into pots of
melted cheese fondue in Switzerland or dine on slabs of charcuterie meats with
a side order of melted raclette cheese in France’s Savoy region. In Germany and
Austria expect gluhwein, a spicy warm red wine drink to get your bones glowing.
In Japan it’s all about katsu don on the slopes – rice with pork schnitzel, egg,
condiments and sauce, or try the traditional ramen noodles in a broth-style soup.
But no matter where you choose to ski, there are two temptations you’ll find at
every resort: hot chocolate and marshmallows. You can’t go wrong!

35,000

The Lake Windermere
Whiteway, in the
Canadian lakeside
town of Invermere,
has the longest ice
skating trail in the
world – 29.98km for
skating, hockey, fishing
and other wintry fun.

m2

SnowWorld at Landgraaf
in the Netherlands is the
largest indoor ski
facility in the world, with
a total of 35,000m²
of snow, including five
slopes, eight lifts and
a terrain park.

Travel ideas
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#BanffNationalPark
@erikmcr

#Alaska
@matthewtaylorthomas

#NewYork
@sophoclesblog

#Iceland
@unlockingkiki

#Poland
@miwitravel

#Vail
@jacobjphotography

GET
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#openmyworld

Travel is all about sharing
amazing experiences, stories
and journeys. From majestic
winter landscapes to stunning
snow-drenched scenes, here are
some of our favourite photos
captured by you from all around
the world! Share your travel
photos with us on Instagram with
the hashtag #openmyworld and
spread the love of exploration.

#Iceland
@seanscottphotography

Like us, we love you
/flightcentreau

@flightcentreau
@flightcentreau
+flightcentreau
/flightcentreau
/flightcentreau
/company/flight-centre

#LakeCrescent
@ofwildestheart

#Iceland
@segalphoto

#TasmanGlacier
@completelywanderlust

#Vancouver
@naomilvdv

#Whistler
@destinationvagabond

#LakeLouise
@just_mitch

#NewZealand
@jasoncharleshill
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THE
BEST OF
THE SNOW
KNEE-DEEP IN WHITE GOLD
Words: Rachael Oakes-Ash
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SNOW EXPERIENCES

01

ST ANTON AM ARLBERG, AUSTRIA

Big mountain off piste
St Anton am Arlberg is perfect
for those who like to ski hard
away from the safety of ubergroomed runs. With more than
200km of off-piste runs across
the Arlberg area, powder
addicts will be well satiated.
The terrain here is as big
and as bold as you want it
to be with hidden forests,
open couloirs and nail-biting
precipices. Either way, take a
guide who knows the area well
and get set for an exhilarating
time away from the crowds.
LIKE YOUR SKIING AND
BOARDING STEEP AND

Photo: St Anton am Arlberg/Josef Malloun

DEEP? THEN CONSIDER…

One of Europe’s
premier resorts,
St Anton am Arlberg
is an adventure
lover’s playground.

Revelstoke Mountain
Resort, Canada
Imagine 1,713m of vertical
rise, the greatest in North
America. Then imagine
1,263ha of big mountain skiing.
Add a touch of cat skiing, some
heli-skiing on the side and
some backcountry skiing all
accessed from the one resort.
Congratulations, you’ve made
it to Revelstoke.
Las Leñas, Argentina
There’s a lot of terrain to play
with at Las Leñas… a lot. The
area is considered a free-rider’s
paradise with thousands and
thousands of hectares. The
peak hits 3,430m and the
vertical drop is more than
1,200m. Our only advice?
Follow a guide.
Travel ideas
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T op t e n
Amping up
the fancy at
Beaver Creek.

02

BEAVER CREEK, USA

Luxury

There is fancy and then there’s Beaver Creek in
Colorado. Walkways at this lush resort are heated to
keep skiers and boarders warm. At 3pm, complimentary
fresh-baked cookies are handed out by the resort’s
resident chefs to weary skiers as they ski off the slopes
in need of sustenance at the end of the day. There are
even free postcards to fill out and address and the
resort’s hosts will mail them for you, postage included.
The mountain has private clubs and chalets and the
gated community of Bachelor Gulch includes the ski-in,
ski-out Spago bar (a Wolfgang Puck creation) at the
uber-swanky Ritz-Carlton.
Klosters, Switzerland
The choice of European royals, including Prince
Charles for many years, Klosters is lined with luxury
chalets that come with indoor pools, saunas, hot tubs,
cinema rooms, private chefs, drivers and more. If you
have to ask the price then Klosters isn’t for you.
Queenstown, New Zealand
Prince William and Kate Middleton stayed at the
intimate Matakauri Lodge in New Zealand’s premier
ski-resort town, Queenstown on the shores of Lake
Wakatipu in 2014. Downtown also offers society’s
upper echelon plenty of Frette linen to rest their coiffed
heads. Eichardt’s Private Hotel is so exclusive it only
has five suites, four lakefront apartments and a private
villa. The Sofitel has 5-star penthouse-style apartments,
The Spire is a shrine to design, and the Hilton sits right
on Kawarau River and is serviced by water taxis.
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Photos: Getty Images, Treble Cone (Wanaka, NZ), Vail Resorts Inc

LOVE BEAVER CREEK’S LUXURY? THEN TRY…

Uncrowded
runs abound in
Borovets.

SNOW EXPERIENCES

03
BOROVETS, BULGARIA

Remote

While everyone else is waiting
in line for the gondola in the
established resorts of France,
Switzerland and Austria, you
could be hitting the piste in
Bulgaria. Where? Eastern
Europe is where it’s at for
the intrepid skier looking to
add to their list of remote ski
destinations. A mere 70km
from Sofia, Borovets is one
of the country’s most popular
ski resorts and has 58km of
piste runs. It is considered
by Bulgarian standards to be
a luxury ski-in, ski-out resort
and is set among woodlands.
There’s night skiing and a
famous après night scene.
If you do head out then make

The Treble
Cone vistas are
unrivalled.

sure you try the national
(and potent!) drink, Rakia.
LOVE THE IDEA OF GOING
SOMEWHERE YOUR FRIENDS
HAVEN’T VENTURED? TRY...

Telluride, USA
You’ll find this magical mountain
town at the end of a winding
road into the box canyon in
which it nestles. Soaring
peaks thrust skyward from the
historic valley floor and a Main
Street straight out of a typical
American neighbourhood as
seen in the movies. Over 8km2
of quality skiable terrain keep
visitors and locals happy. For the
best views in town, hit AllRed’s
Restaurant at sunset.
Whitewater, Canada
Shh... don’t tell anyone about
Whitewater, lest these stunning
uncrowded slopes become
infested with tourists. Its beauty
is that only the intrepid traveller
makes it there and only the
worthy are able to ski its steep
tree runs, open bowls and about
12m of deep powder that falls
in the resort each ski season.
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TREBLE CONE, NEW ZEALAND

Stunners

Stand atop Treble Cone ski resort in New Zealand’s
South Island and feel like the king or queen of the
world, looking down upon one of the most stunning
views from any mountain ski resort across the globe.
The surrounding snow-dusted mountain peaks
appear to fall into Lake Wanaka’s waters in a plethora
of blue, green and brown hues so surreal you would
be forgiven for thinking you were on a Peter Jackson
movie set. This vista is visible from every turn of the
550ha of skiable terrain, so you can drink it in while
skiing or boarding, or sit deckside on the mountain
cafe with a beverage in hand.
LOVE YOUR MOUNTAINS WITH A SIDE ORDER
OF JAW-DROPPING SCENERY? THEN YOU
SHOULD ALSO VISIT…

Bariloche, Argentina
The South American alpine town of Bariloche in
Argentina sits on the shores of Lago Nahuel Huapi
and is surrounded by the peaks of the Andes.
Ski Argentina’s Cerro Catedral resort and inhale
one of the country’s best views of picture-postcard
Bariloche with every pole plant.
Nozawa Onsen, Japan
The cobbled laneways of Nozawa Onsen’s feudal
town, believed to have been founded in 724 AD,
are lined with ancient ryokan (traditional inns) and
dotted with locals in traditional kimonos. You’ll find
13 public onsens (hot-spring baths) at this intimate
village (that also boasts a rocking ski mountain),
including the famous foot onsens where skiers and
boarders can kick off their boots, roll up their pants
and rest their tired legs.
Travel ideas
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ASPEN SNOWMASS, USA

Celebriski

Who hasn’t been to Aspen? Kevin Costner, Goldie Hawn
and Kurt Russell, Melanie Griffith and Elle Macpherson
all own property in the Rocky Mountains town, and
Tiger, Trump and others who need only one name stay
at the ski-in, ski-out The Little Nell. Wander the Prada,
Louis Vuitton and Gucci-lined shopping precinct
and expect to rub snow shoulders with Chad Smith
from the Red Hot Chili Peppers, Jennifer Aniston or
a Kardashian or two.
LOVE THE IDEA OF SHARING THE SLOPES WITH
YOUR FAVOURITE CELEBS? TRY…

Mammoth Mountain, USA
Perhaps it is the proximity to Los Angeles that makes
Mammoth Mountain such a celebrity mecca. Gwen
Stefani and Gavin Rossdale spent time here with their
kids every winter, pre divorce. Cameron Diaz and her
ex, Justin Timberlake, have been seen snowboarding
here, together and apart. Seal, Tony Hawk, Arnold
Schwarzenegger and Kiefer Sutherland have all
also made tracks on Mammoth’s snow.
Verbier, Switzerland
Sir Richard Branson owns The Lodge and can be seen
at all the après spots, and James Blunt has property
here, too. Prince Harry is a regular and his cousins,
Princesses Beatrice and Eugenie, have been known
to take to both the slopes and the dance floor.

Whistler gets
more than 11m of
snowfall per year.

06

COURCHEVEL, FRANCE

Gourmand

Come winter and the swanky mountain town of Courchevel is filled with
doyennes of French style clinking crystal glasses filled with Champagne
between perfect ski runs. You know you’re in the right town when Louis
Vuitton has a hotel there (Cheval Blanc). So prepare to hand over your
credit card to dine on 11 Michelin stars across six Courchevel restaurants;
Les Airelles, Le Chabichou, Le Table du Kilimandjaro, Le Kintessence
and Le 1947 all have two, and Baumaniere 1850 has one.

TAKE YOUR TASTE BUDS ON A TOUR AND TRY…

Elle is just another
celeb in Aspen.
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Alta Badia, Italy
Skiing and dining go hand in hand in the Dolomites region of northern
Italy. Michelin chef‑designed cuisine can be found all ski season long, so
skiers and boarders can travel from one to the other and the local region
offers ski and dine safaris both on the mountain and in the villages.
Zermatt, Switzerland
Chez Vrony started life as a spartan farmhouse over a century ago.
Today it sits at 2,130m within the ski resort of Zermatt with views of the
Matterhorn. The gourmet destination serves organic produce from alpine
pasture-fed livestock.

Photos: Corbis, Getty Images, Tourism Whistler

NEED MORE SUGGESTIONS FOR WINING AND DINING?

SNOW EXPERIENCES
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WHISTLER BLACKCOMB, CANADA

The classic resort

For 50 years, Whistler has been
serving up some of the biggest and
best international terrain with a
ski-in, ski-out purpose-built village
a mere two hours’ drive from
Vancouver International Airport.
The largest ski resort in North
America, Whistler offers 3,306ha
across two giant mountain peaks
– Whistler and Blackcomb –
connected by the Peak 2 Peak
Gondola. It doesn’t stop there,
either – Blackcomb boasts a
1,592m vertical drop, Whistler has
a 1,514m vertical drop, and the
two together have 10 on-mountain
restaurants. The village houses
iconic hotel brands, including the
Four Seasons, Fairmont, Westin
and Hilton. All this with more than
11m of snowfall per year.
IF YOU LOVE WHISTLER’S
CLASSIC APPEAL, YOU’LL
ALSO LOVE...

Photos: Tourism New Zealand, Alamy

Chef Pierre
Gagnaire prepares
deliciousness at
Les Airelles in
Courchevel.

Verbier, Switzerland
Verbier has a real big reputation.
The gateway resort to the 4 Vallées
ski area in Switzerland provides
access to nearly 100 lifts and
more than 400km of ski runs.
That doesn’t include the mammoth
amount of backcountry off-piste
terrain on the back side of the
resort’s famed Mont Fort either.
Add a W Hotel and 5-star Le Chalet
d’Adrien plus the Hotel Farinet
nightclub, Farm Club and Carve
for celebrity après-ski mingling.
Niseko, Japan
You can consider Niseko to be
Japan’s Whistler. It has ski-in, ski-out
hotels, chalets and lodges and it gets
up to 16m of super-light dry powder
snow across five resorts (Hirafu,
Annupuri, Hanazono, Higashiyama
and Moiwa). Add night skiing, the
thriving après village of Hirafu and
a burgeoning gourmand scene at
Niseko village, all a couple of hours
from New Chitose Airport.
Travel ideas
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THREDBO, AUSTRALIA

Après-ski

Think après-ski in Australia and think
Thredbo. The alpine village, located
an hour’s drive from New South
Wales’ Snowy Mountains, has long
held the après crown in these parts.
The on-mountain Kareela Hutte
has hosted many a long legendary
lunch that has skiers and boarders
lucky to make it back down the ski
hill in one piece. More recently,
Thredbo has upped the après ante,
importing Europe’s number one
après experience, La Folie Douce, for
weekend mayhem down under while
world-class DJs spin groovy tunes.
LOVE TO PARTY? CHECK OUT…

Mayrhofen, Austria
Three syllables – Snowbombing.
The annual Snowbombing music

festival, held at Mayrhofen every
April, is a week-long event filled with
big-name music artists. Calvin Harris,
The Prodigy, Madness, De La Soul,
Fatboy Slim and their friends have
all graced the stage at venues in the
forest, the street, the backcountry and
traditional clubs.
Park City, USA
Come January each year, Park City
in Utah becomes a Hollywood movie
set when Robert Redford’s annual
10-day Sundance Film Festival hits
the ground. Highlighting independent
movies from the USA and overseas,
it’s a great time to head to Park City.
Skiers and boarders hit the slopes by
day, take in an independent film for
après, head to the film studio parties
in the bars on Main Street, then head
to Downstairs, the basement club
owned by Danny Masterson from
That ’70s Show.

Thredbo sure
knows how to throw
a good party.

With vistas and
snowfall, Portillo
has it covered.

09

PORTILLO, CHILE

Lakeside

The all-inclusive resort of Portillo in Chile
sits on the edge of a stunning alpine lake,
Laguna del Inca, two hours’ drive from
Santiago. The bright yellow ski hotel serves
up four meals a day to the week-long guests
who arrive every Saturday. Expect groomed
and ungroomed runs mixed with hikes
to powder bowls with condors flying low
overhead. The resort has 35 named runs,
14 lifts, a nightclub, piano bar, gymnasium,
pool and views of the Western Hemisphere’s
highest mountain, Argentina’s Aconcagua.
LOVE A LAKE VIEW? THEN TRY
THESE RESORTS…

Heavenly, California
Ski or take photos? That will be your
dilemma when skiing the 1,943ha at
Heavenly at Lake Tahoe. The azure lake
vistas are begging to be captured on film
even when cameras still don’t do it justice.
Ohau, New Zealand
Stay lakeside at the base of Ohau Snow
Fields in Lake Ohau Lodge to get up close
and personal to this alpine dream, or just
head up the access road and catch the
chairlift to ski down with those emerald
green lake views. Either way you won’t
believe your luck.
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ZERMATT, SWITZERLAND

Mountain skylines

The mighty Matterhorn is known
worldwide for its pyramid peak that
rises 4,478m and sits on the borders of
Switzerland and Italy. The Matterhorn
has claimed the lives of more than
500 climbers. Thankfully, skiers and
boarders can just stare at the formidable
skyline from within the Zermatt ski
resort. Zermatt is as impressive as the
Matterhorn under which it lies and it
boasts the longest continuous ski season
in the Alps (late November to late April).

Photos: Adam Clark, iStock, Kosciuszko Thredbo Pty Ltd

LOVE A MOUNTAIN SILHOUETTE? TRY…

Chamonix, France
Chamonix is known for Mont Blanc, the
almost 5,000m peak with an 11.6km
tunnel that runs through the mountain
between Italy and France. It’s both a ski
and climbing hotspot and boasts four
skiing areas (La Vormaine, Les Chosalets,
Le Savoy and Les Planards) with some
seriously gnarly ski runs.
Jackson Hole, USA
Jackson Hole may be celebrating its 50th
birthday, but that’s nothing compared to
the fault movements nine million years
ago that created the dramatic Teton
Range and the 4,197m-tall Grand Teton,
part of the national park that occupies
the majority of the Jackson Hole valley.
Jackson has its own impressive figures,
including 1,012ha of skiing over two
mountains and a further 1,214ha of
backcountry skiing.

Getting there

Mighty indeed, just
look up and you’ll see
that pyramid peak.

Visit your local Flight Centre for more information
on the best snow holidays and the latest deals. Go to
flightcentre.com.au or call 131 600 24 hours.

Travel ideas
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SKI THE WORLD
WITH SKIMAX
CANADA, USA, JAPAN, KOREA,
EUROPE, SOUTH AMERICA,
NEW ZEALAND AND AUSTRALIA.

SKIMAX ARE THE WINTER TRAVEL SPECIALISTS!
To book your next ski holiday, visit your nearest Flight Centre store.

E P I C A U ST R A L I A PA S S

America

PERISHER’S NEW PARTNERSHIP WITH AMERICAN
SKI FIELDS IS SO GOOD, IT MAY JUST BE THE
EXCUSE YOU NEED TO SKI YEAR ROUND

Words: Bronwen Gora

When one of North America’s
largest ski companies Vail Resorts took
Australia’s Perisher into its haul of
world‑class mountain destinations in 2015,
it created an extraordinary win-win situation
for local skiers and snowboarders.
They can now take advantage of the most
generous multi-resort ski season pass ever
offered by the industry, the Epic Australia
Pass, and access not just one, but eight
American resorts plus Perisher.
The Epic Australia Pass, currently priced
from AU$849 for adults, grants full-season
lift access in 2016 to Perisher in NSW, plus
eight other world-class ski resorts, bar a few
holiday blackout periods.
Resorts covered include the newest and
now-largest ski field in the USA, the Park
City Mountain Resort formed by the linking
of Park City and Canyons last year. The
others are Arapahoe Basin, Keystone

Perisher, the largest
resort in the Southern
Hemisphere, just got
a whole lot bigger...

Travel ideas
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C L O C KW I S E

and Breckenridge in Colorado; Heavenly,
Northstar and Kirkwood in California; plus
Afton Alps, Minnesota and Mt. Brighton,
Michigan. The pass also includes 10 days
at Vail or Beaver Creek in Colorado, or
a combination of the two.
The holiday restrictions are short. Blink
and you’ll miss them: November 25‑26,
2016, December 26-31, 2016, January
14, 2017, and February 18-19, 2017.
The offer is extraordinary considering
the cost of a season pass for one resort
alone, anywhere in the world, generally
exceeds AU$1,000. Another benefit is that
while no announcements have yet been
made at time of print, there is the very real
prospect Vail Resorts will give Perisher
a long-awaited facelift. Vail Resorts has a
tendency of overhauling the infrastructure
and property of its new acquisitions.
But wait, there’s more. Epic Australia
Pass holders can also enjoy improvements
made as a result of Vail Resorts’ extensive
US$500-million investment into its ski fields
over the past five years. Visitors to the new
Park City Mountain Resort, for instance,
are the first to benefit from new additions,
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including the Quicksilver Gondola and
Miners Camp Restaurant, several more ski
runs, plus upgrades to two key lifts.
Guests visiting in 2016 will also play
their part in ski industry history, being
some of the first to carve tracks across
the impressive 2,954ha behemoth.
When the resort opened in November
2015, it easily beat the previously largest
resort in the USA, Montana’s Big Sky
(2,347ha) into second place and the
company’s own Vail (2,140ha) into third.
Park City has in its favour accessibility
and ease, being only a 35-minute drive from
Salt Lake City Airport.
The quaint Victorian town also bears the
glint of Hollywood glamour, thanks to the
Sundance Film Festival, now in its 32nd
year and feted by the world’s biggest movie
stars each January. As a result, the pretty
streets hold more than their fair share of
excellent restaurants, such as Riverhorse
on Main, and Zoom, the latter owned by
Sundance Festival creator Robert Redford
and named after the camera lens.
In more recent times, The Waldorf Astoria
chose the Park City region to establish one
of its opulent establishments, more proof this
pocket of skiing paradise is definitely on the
up and up. Watch this space.

Getting there

Visit your local Flight Centre for more
information on the Epic Australia Pass. Go to
flightcentre.com.au or call 131 600 24 hours.

Epic Australia Pass price correct at time of press.
Photos: Getty Images, Vail Resorts Inc, (c) 2016 Waldorf Astoria

A skier takes
to Breckenridge’s epic
runs; the heated streets
(we’re not kidding) make
exploring Vail Village
both toasty and fun; rest
your weary bones at the
swanky Waldorf Astoria
Park City; creative types
descend on Park City
each January for the
Sundance Film Festival.

NEW ZEALAND SKI & BOARD EXPERTS
QUEENSTOWN

WANAKA

MT HUTT

MT RUAPEHU

Canterbury’s club
fields offer some of
the best backcountry
skiing in the world.

QUINTESSENTIALLY

THE REAL NEW ZEALAND WINTER
WONDERLANDS ARE A WORLD AWAY FROM
BUSY QUEENSTOWN AND WANAKA
Words: Craig Tansley

NEW ZEALAND

Travel ideas
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Everyone loves
those NZ sheep!

NEW ZEALAND

Picturesque
Lake Tekapo is all
spectacular mountains
and sparkling water.

Driving between
the Canterbury club
fields is a bona fide
tourist experience.

The Australians that gather in
their tens of thousands round Queenstown
each snow season might well think skiing
in New Zealand is all about riding the
town’s major ski resorts: the Remarkables
and Coronet Peak. But in reality, skiing
Queenstown barely scratches the surface
of what’s available across the Tasman.
Most Aussie skiers haven’t even heard
of the ski resorts I’m venturing to just an
hour or so drive out of Christchurch in New
Zealand’s less heralded Canterbury region.
Simply driving between the Canterbury
ski fields ought to be a bona fide tourist
attraction in itself. I’m making my way past
paddocks of sheep hunkering down against
the elements, through swollen rivers as
green as emeralds on dirt roads, narrowly
avoiding startled sheep farmers in rusty
4WDs on blind corners, above a landscape
of limestone rocks balancing on top of one
another (they call this place the ‘Stonehenge
of New Zealand’). Huge mountains jut out
at unearthly angles; on the main divide they
reach up higher than 3,000m. And round
here it’s not unusual to get over two metres
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It’s not
unusual to
get over two
metres of snow
in two days”
of snow in two days – can you even imagine
that? (Alaska, eat your heart out.)
While hordes of Aussies clamber each
year to Queenstown and Wanaka, only a
few carloads ever make it to Canterbury’s
club fields (a club field is a small ski area,
usually owned and operated by a ski club,
common in New Zealand).
“It’s crazy there’s no Aussies here,” our
guide Scotty points out at the wilderness
around us. “Cause this is why you should
come across the Ditch. Australia already
has ski resorts, but have you even seen
places like these?” He has a point: there’s
probably nothing like Canterbury’s club
fields anywhere on this planet.

flightcentre.com.au/ski-holidays/new-zealand

There is a wide selection of ski fields to
choose from just west of Christchurch –
but do these names mean a thing to you?
Craigieburn, Broken River, Mt Cheeseman,
Porters and Mt Olympus?
Some of these club fields are not for the
faint of heart: but therein lies their attraction
– you can tailor the exact kind of winter
experience you want. For families seeking
ski-in, ski-out accommodation far from
the crowds (and at much cheaper prices),
family-friendly resorts like Cheeseman
beckon. Porters, a 100km drive west of
Christchurch, is a great option, too; you
can follow a paved road here, and there’s a
four-seater chairlift, T-bars and even a carpet
lift for beginners. There are plenty of gentle
slopes at both Porters and Cheeseman.
For those seeking thrills, Canterbury offers
up some of the earth’s most challenging
backcountry. But don’t come expecting too
many creature comforts. Club fields like
Craigieburn, Mt Olympus and Broken River
are like a living, breathing monument to the
efforts Kiwis have gone to in order to ski
down their huge home mountains. There

Soaking up the
Ohau views.

Not a bad
backdrop at
all... Mt Dobson
beckons.

Photos: Alamy, Corbis, Getty Images, Julian Apse/Tourism NZ,
Scott DW Smith/Imagesmith Photo, Treble Cone (Wanaka, NZ)

Treble Cone could
well be New Zealand’s
best-kept ski secret.

are no chairlifts at these club fields – skiers
instead must hold onto rope tows, riding
them to the tops of mountains. But the
extra effort is worth it: from here, you’ll have
access to the best backcountry terrain in
New Zealand – and even on powder days
you won’t battle a crowd.
And yet, for those willing to chance their
way off the well-beaten path, Canterbury’s
club fields mark just the beginning of the
unique New Zealand winter experience.
For the best road trip imaginable, after
skiing Canterbury, take the road south
towards Queenstown and visit some of the
South Island’s lesser-known family-run ski
resorts along the way – each corner offers
up some stunning alpine scenery.
The best place to see it all is within
the country’s most underrated ski resort,
Ohau. Take the turn-off from the highway
to Wanaka to an old lodge built just metres
from pristine Lake Ohau. Here you’ll
dine together at communal tables – the
emphasis is on the warm and homely side
of hospitality. A short drive away, the ski
resort is home to just one chairlift but it also

hosts the prettiest (and some of the most
challenging) backcountry in New Zealand.
You’re a part of Mackenzie Country here –
roughly half way between Christchurch and
Queenstown, where mountains are owned
by mums and dads, and some of them have
been in families for generations. They’ve
resisted big business, because they’d rather
run things their way.
Near Lake Tekapo, a brother-andsister team own and run family favourite
Roundhill, where you’ll only find T-bars
and rope tows (but the terrain is so good
the mountain hosts some of the world’s
best ski teams each winter). You’ll also find
Mt Dobson around here – at the end of a
road across a sheer mountain pass – where
the owner, a former sheep farmer, has
sprung for a triple chair (rare in these parts).
Queenstown and Wanaka offer the
Southern Hemisphere’s most sophisticated
snow attractions, but for anyone seeking
a dyed-in-the-wool winter experience into
the very heart of New Zealand, there’s no
better place to venture than Canterbury
and Mackenzie Country.

North Island finds
Whakapapa Straddling a volcano,
Mt Ruapehu, Whakapapa is actually the
country’s largest ski area, but it’s often
overlooked by international skiers. Whakapapa
offers beginners and experts the best of the
best – with a large beginners’ area, Happy
Valley, plus 24 expert runs and a lift-accessed
backcountry area.
Turoa Located on the other side of
Mt Ruapehu to Whakapapa, Turoa has some of
the Southern Hemisphere’s best snow. What’s
more, it has Australasia’s longest season – there’s
been occasions where skiers could ski Turoa
on New Year’s Day! Located just above the
picturesque and buzzing ski town of Ohakune,
this is the resort favoured by New Zealanders,
but often overlooked by Australian skiers.
Sometimes, in a good snow season, you can even
ski all the way across from Turoa to Whakapapa.

Getting there

Visit your local Flight Centre for more advice
on winter holidays in New Zealand. Go to
flightcentre.com.au or call 131 600 24 hours.
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Japan
my way

Photo: Tourism New Zealand

SKI, SNOWBOARD OR JUST
RELAX IN A SPA, JAPAN
HAS IT COVERED. FOUR
WRITERS, FOUR DIFFERENT
ADVENTURES...

C L O C KW I S E
FROM TOP LEFT

Tōhoku is known
for its spectacular
mountainous terrain;
snowboarders rave
about Niseko’s quality
conditions; Sierra
Resort is home to
Hakuba’s largest onsen;
soaking up Japanese
culture is a highlight for
skiers and boarders.
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F R O M A B OV E

The lads shooting
some pool in a
Hirafu bar after
another taxing day
on the mountain.
Niseko has
everything from
groomed runs and
cat trails to treelined runs and
backcountry.
Aerial moves
are easy to pull off
on Niseko’s fresh
powder. Yes, he
did land it.

Boys gone wild –
snowboarding

Photos: Alamy, Getty Images, Jamie Martin, Robert Gilhooly, Sierra Resort

Words: Jamie Martin

YOU CAN CARVE UP THE POWDER LIKE A PRO IN NISEKO
Getting my wife’s tick of approval before I could commit
to a week-long snowboarding sojourn with the boys in Japan was
easily the toughest gig of the entire trip. Everything else seemed
to effortlessly fall into place.
For starters, the boarding was a breeze on Niseko’s famous dry
powder, and our digs at Hirafu Village were an ideal base, giving
us a taste of alpine-infused Japanese culture. To make things even
easier, the all-mountain lift pass enabled our group to explore every
square inch of terrain across Niseko’s four resorts: Grand Hirafu,
Niseko Village, Annupuri and Hanazono.
My main priorities for the week were avoiding injury and creating
an epic tailor-made run with the boys. However, in hindsight, my two
objectives were never destined to be mutually successful.
After several days of surveying Niseko’s groomed runs, cat trails
and backcountry, we devised the perfect run. Eventually, I found

myself standing on the summit of Mt Annupuri, and with GoPros
rolling and my mind racing, I knew it was time to put our strategy
to the test. As fresh snow dumped in heavy falls, our run was now
a case of follow the bloke in front. Luckily for me, the boarder
leading the way was wearing the most garish jacket in sight.
Shooting through a steep tree-lined valley, I watched my visor
mist up with every exhalation. Suddenly a sharp right onto a cat
trail funnelled us all into a long, narrow half-pipe. Here, we came
across the whole gamut of snowboarding skills – some impressive,
some alarmingly poor. After eight minutes, the run spat us out at the
foot of the mountain. We decided to repeat our route, but not before
improving it by constructing a small kicker, a mini jump of snow.
Sadly, our cracking run got me in the end – a tree branch
smacked me down, resulting in a trip to ‘hurt town’. Yes, I was sore,
but I had to suck it up and keep going. It was a boys’ trip after all.
Travel ideas
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Naked indulgence

Words: Paul Ewart

FINDING YOURSELF IN HOT WATER CAN BE A GOOD THING,
IF YOU’RE IN HAKUBA

After a busy day on the slopes, there’s one sure-fire cure
for cold, numb extremities and sore leg muscles: the onsen.
This Japanese word is a blanket term for the country’s naturally
occurring hot springs and the spas that pop up around them.
For the Japanese, indulging in this steamy treat is part and
parcel of any ski-resort experience, and after spending several
days in Japan’s snow capital, Hakuba, I decided it would become
a part of mine. As a dedicated spa-goer, I quickly realised that this
village is a literal hotspot for onsen, making it easy to fill a few
days dipping into them all.
Soaking in an onsen is not only extremely relaxing, but also very
good for you. Balneotherapy, the practice of bathing in hot springs
to treat physical problems, has been a go-to remedy in Japan for
centuries. In fact, enthusiasts believe the mineral-rich pools can
heal virtually any ailment.
With all this in mind, I began taking to the waters at Sierra
Resort, home to Hakuba’s largest onsen. Sitting in its blissful
outdoor pools, I absorbed the natural beauty of the picture-perfect
Northern Alps. Trust me: being immersed in hot water all the way

C L O C KW I S E
FROM LEFT
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Ski, soak, ski,
soak... in Hakuba
it’s about balance.
Japanese ‘snow
monkeys’ seek
respite from the
cold in their own
onsen at Jigokudani
Monkey Park.
Snowboarders
take in the stunning
views, presumably
reflecting on
another day
in paradise.
Massages and
spa-ing abound
at the Hakuba
Happo-one Resort.
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up to your neck while snowflakes fall gently onto your exposed
head is an experience worthy of any bucket list.
From the resort, I made a post-ski pitstop at the Hakuba Genryu
no Yu onsen. Here, giant copper baths function as receptacles for
the hot alkaline water. However, for the ultimate bathing high, you
can’t beat Yari Onsen. At approximately 2,100m above sea level, it’s
the highest open-air bath, or rotenburo, in the country. Though I had
to hike for a good four hours to reach it, Yari’s heavenly 360-degree
views across the surrounding snow-drenched mountain ranges
made the trek all the more worthwhile.
Back on earth at the Hakuba Happo-one Resort, I headed straight
to Hakuba Massage in the village, whose therapists provided me
with an expert pummelling to eliminate my residual post-skiing
aches and pains.
Interestingly, humans aren’t the only animals who want a piece of
the onsen action. After the two-hour drive from Hakuba to Jigokudani
Monkey Park, I learned that the famous Japanese ‘snow monkeys’
seek respite from the harsh temperatures in their very own onsen.
And who can blame them?

Locals sometimes use the
volcanic mineral water of
Nozawa Onsen for cooking.

Same slopes,
different adventure

Words: Stephanie Williams

Photos: Getty Images, JNTO, Shaun Mittwollen

NOZAWA ONSEN LETS YOU ENJOY THE SNOW WITH OR WITHOUT THE KIDS
As the sun set on our last day of skiing Nozawa Onsen
as a couple, I thought we’d had our last skiing and après-ski
sessions for a long time. Now, I know that becoming a parent
doesn’t mean our adventures have to stop – they simply take
a different turn, on the same slopes.
Nozawa Onsen is fantastic for families. You fly into Tokyo,
jump on the Shinkansen (bullet train) and then take a local train
to arrive four hours later. When you have kids in tow, train travel
is great. They can move around, enjoy the quirky Japanese snack
trolley and watch the scenery change frame by frame.
As a small resort, Nozawa is easy to navigate. In the
traditional village you’ll see steam rising from cobblestone paths
outside temples and shrines, onsens soothing locals everywhere,
and street vendors selling plenty of tasty local delicacies. Of
course, this area also offers kids special sights, including the
opportunity to meet the region’s native ‘snow monkeys’, so it’s
perfect for a day trip.
We checked into Villa Nozawa, which an Australian, Mark,
runs with his Japanese wife, Yoshiko. Ideal for couples and

families, the villa has spacious areas where everyone can
gear up, comfortable rooms with tatami mats, and shared
bathrooms. Most Japanese still bathe the traditional way: in
gender-segregated onsen. Be sure to enjoy a soak, but just
remember that these pools have rules – not to mention naked
oldies – so be respectful.
Many of Nozawa’s cosy restaurants double as bars. (Who says
parents can’t enjoy an après-ski drink?) Snag one of the limited
seats at Hamacho, where sushi master Maru turns the daily
catch into well-priced and artfully presented sushi and sashimi.
Alternatively, head to Yoshimi Soba, where sumo-wrestler-size
owner Yamazaki‑san talked me through the finer points of eating
soba noodles like a pro.
And now to the snow. Beginner courses are long, wide and
oh‑so pretty; intermediate tracks are powder packed; and
advanced runs are difficult enough to challenge even the most
experienced skier. The best part? You’ll find a nursery for littlies
and English-speaking skiing instructors, so you can race down
the runs as fast as you like.
Travel
Travel
ideas
ideas
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First tracks at Tōhoku

Words: Craig Tansley

THIS POWDER-RICH REGION IS NO SECRET, BUT IT SURE LOOKS THAT WAY

Tōhoku offers
uncrowded ski
slopes where few
foreigners ever go.
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Saturday morning in Urabandai Nekoma, a resort close to the
town of Inawashiro, I don’t make it onto the slopes until 11am,
but I’m carving through waist-high layers of pristine powder.
What’s more, Tōhoku is not tiny nor a secret part of Japan.
The region makes up roughly 35 per cent of the main island
of Honshu, and is much easier to reach than Niseko and even
simpler than getting to Hakuba.
My favourite resort, Zao Onsen, covers a whopping 305ha,
on which the longest run is more than 10km, and the terrain is
the most diverse of any I’ve found in Japan. And yet news of its
wonder obviously hasn’t hit Australia yet.
I don’t mind though. I’m happy here alone, absorbing the
culture, revelling in the isolation – and riding that soft, dry
powder all by myself.

Getting there

Visit your local Flight Centre for more advice on Japan snow holidays and
the latest deals. Go to flightcentre.com.au or call 131 600 24 hours.

Photo: JNTO

When I ski at Niseko, I feel like I never left Australia,
but travelling through the Tōhoku region gives me a sensation
that’s the exact opposite. Skiing here makes me feel as though
I haven’t just left home, but have left earth for a parallel universe,
because nothing in Tōhoku is anything like it is down under.
The strangest thing about this region, and strange things
abound here, is that it’s so close to Tokyo. I take a relatively
short (1.5-hour) bullet-train trip north from the capital,
and any trace of the modern world completely disappears.
Instead, I find myself in a landscape of ancient temples,
wooden ryokans (inns) and volcanic springs full of naked locals.
Although this area offers the archetypal Japanese skiing
experience, I spot very few Westerners. In fact, people speak
so little English that basic communication becomes an extended
pantomime. Even at the region’s most well-known resorts, such
as Zao Onsen and APPI Kogen, I often look around and notice
that I’m the only gaijin (foreigner). In short, I feel like Gulliver
among the Lilliputians.
The skiing in Tōhoku is some of the best you can get in
Japan, yet no foreigners challenge me for first tracks. On a

BEST BEACHES

ROUTE 66
FOR SKIERS
WHY ROAD-TRIPPING ON CANADA’S
POWDER HIGHWAY IS A MUST

In the far west of Canada, the saw-tooth
Rocky Mountains gather into a horizon-busting barrier,
gazing towards the North Pole and shielding the
prairies of Alberta from British Columbia’s Pacific
coast. Some 4,800km long, the spine is studded with
snowy crests and photogenic ski towns so quaint and
cute they end up framed as pictures on mantelpieces.
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It is big mountain country at its best, where even in the
midst of a talcum-puff blizzard, the dusted heights and
evergreen forests retain a mystical beauty.
Last year I found myself stuck inside this snow
globe at the edge of the sub-Arctic in the Kootenay
Rockies in British Columbia. Here, I spent 10 days
exploring an area the shape of a smudged circle.

Photo: David Gluns/Destination BC

Words: Mike MacEacheran

RBOE A
S TD BTERAI PCPHI ENS’

Glacier-carved peaks, sprawling
valleys and lush forest... Glacier
National Park is a stunner!

Travel ideas
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C L O C KW I S E

Banff National Park is a
winter wonderland; you’ll
want to stop often to take in
your surroundings; Nelson
has been called the prettiest
small town in Canada; Red
Mountain is a skier’s delight;
Revelstoke takes its winter
sports seriously.

I stopped off at improbable resort towns,
tight-knit winter communities and Nordic
ski areas, all threaded together by some
of the world’s most spectacular mountain
roads. It was a road trip, of sorts, travelling
by car, inland ferry, ski lift and cable car,
and would have been magical – like
something from J.R.R. Tolkien’s Middleearth or George R.R. Martin’s Westeros
– even without its bewitching name, the
Powder Highway.
The singularity of this winter trip,
nicknamed ‘Route 66 for skiers,’ was clear
the moment I arrived at Red Mountain,
my first stop after a day-long drive into the
interior from Vancouver. A fledgling resort
on the outskirts of the former gold-mining
town of Rossland, it looked like a vintage
alpine postcard stuck to a refrigerator,
a scene of jagged peaks, frozen lakes
and snow‑white firs.
From here to the Alberta border, the
Kootenay Rockies snowpack has given
life to tales of wild descents, heli-skiing
outfits and enterprising backcountry lodges
that offer first-track privileges down virgin
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ROAD TRIPPIN’

FINDING
YOUR
WAY

GLACIER
NATIONAL
PARK
REVELSTOKE

GOLDEN
CALGARY

BANFF

NELSON

VANCOUVER

WHITEWATER

Photos: Dave Heath, David Gluns/Destination BC, Getty Images, Mark Shapiro

RED
MOUNTAIN
RESORT

slopes, funnelling skiers through snow-thick
forests, their branches hung heavy with
blindingly white, fresh powder.
After a frenzy of ski activity at Red
Mountain, cold-blown snow billowing in my
face, and memorable nights watching flurries
from the lodge window, I was struck again
in Nelson, my second stop, with no more
than a string of higgledy-piggledy houses
and a historic saloon hotel on the shores
of Kootenay Lake.
Knee-deep powder was to be found at
nearby Whitewater, a pokey resort stripped
of ski tows, restaurants, ski rental stores,
even people. With only three rudimentary
chairlifts to choose from, yet some 479ha of
skiable terrain, the possibilities on its sunny
soft-snow slopes were endless. Though the
secret has long been out, other skiers and
snowboarders remained eerily low.
From here, I doubled-back on snaky roads
through the Selkirk Mountains on a route
cleft in two by Upper Arrow Lake, forcing

It was
a road trip,
of sorts,
travelling by
car, inland
ferry, ski lift
and cable car”

a welcome breather on a frostbitten ferry
service to connect back to the Trans‑Canada
Highway. Amid the emptiness and solitude,
I passed beneath the talismanic Valhalla,
Monashee and Bugaboo mountains, all
peering imperviously from the horizon
before creeping through the drifting snow
to Revelstoke, a community populated
with ski bums boasting base‑camp beards,
goggle-tanned ski instructors and yeti-haired
helicopter pilots.
Bragging more vertical than anywhere
else in North America, Revelstoke takes its
winter sports seriously. Its peaks rise above
the clouds, its off-piste knows few limits,
and its après-ski bars rarely empty out in
season. Early the next day, soundtracked
by the rotor-buzz of choppers circling above
Mount Mackenzie, I revelled in the kind
of epic, once-in-a-lifetime powder runs
skiers chase year after year. There were so
many unheralded runs and so many turns to
savour, I lost count of the number of downsoft, tree-lined chutes I discovered. At night,
when the low, fat stars crowded each other
out, I slept as well as I had in years.
Two days later, I took the road from
Revelstoke leading up over the serene
Rogers Pass to the heart of Glacier National
Park, flanked on either side by snow
caps with spirited names like Avalanche
Mountain, Wolverine Mountain and Eagle
Peak. The roadside was strewn with birch,
conifers and swathes of trees that seemed
to go on forever, a worthy distraction until
I reached Golden and Kicking Horse
Mountain Resort, the latter so named
after an irksome stallion that once had
Travel ideas
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ROAD TRIPPIN’

THREE MORE CANADIAN
S K I A DV E N T U R E S
Fernie Alpine
01 Resort

It’s all dow
from heren..hill
.
a reputation for knocking British military
captains out cold.
Once settled in a cosy log cabin, I took
the long Golden Eagle Express cable car
from the parking lot up the mountain to
soak up the rays over lunch at Eagle’s Eye
Restaurant, the country’s most elevated
dining experience. Looking out at 2,347m
above sea level, it felt like all of Canada and
the Columbia River Basin, where more
backcountry adventures awaited, were
tantalisingly within reach.
If only I had more time. My 1,250km road
trip diverted from the Powder Highway’s
traditional journey’s end at Fernie, instead
criss-crossing the provincial border to Alberta
and Banff, a place of baronial mansions and
grizzly bears, now frozen in the minds of
millions as the ultimate winter getaway.
The end of a Powder Highway trip
represents a sort of spiritual affirmation.
It is a hard-earned dream turned reality,
confirming why skiers and boarders remain
so motivated to gear up and embrace the
harsh cold each winter, like a kid before
Christmas after the first snow falls. Life
on the Powder Highway exists outdoors,
and that’s why it feels as though it has
no boundaries.

Getting there

Visit your local Flight Centre for more
advice on winter holidays in Canada and the
latest deals. Go to flightcentre.com.au
or call 131 600 24 hours.
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Located in the East
Kootenay region, Fernie
(pictured) receives an
average winter dump of
almost 9m, making it one
of the most snow-sure
resorts in North America.
Experts shouldn’t miss its
2,360m-tall Lizard Range,
which opens up to five
knee-deep powder bowls.

Panorama
02 Mountain
Resort

Having come a long way
since 1962, when it first
opened with a single
rope tow, Panorama
has 1,152ha of skiable
terrain and 120-plus runs,
including some wicked
double-black diamond
terrain in Taynton Bowl
for the more hardcore.

Kimberley
03 Alpine Resort

On the east face of the
1,853m-tall North Star
Hill, Kimberley has
unparalleled views across
Rocky Mountain Trench,
as well as cross-country,
downhill and star-filled
night skiing – a rarity in
these parts. Of its 80 runs,
the majority are best suited
to beginners and families.

REMINDER:
MOUNTAINS
CAN MOVE YOU

ENJOY WINTER IN THE CANADIAN ROCKIES OF ALBERTA:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dogsledding
White Christmas
Snowshoeing
Horse Sleigh Rides
Heli tours
Winter Wildlife Tours
Cozy Cottages, Wilderness Lodges, Luxurious Castles

Härjedalen, Sweden

‘Heading wherever the
wind blows’ takes on a new meaning
when you’re being powered across
a snow-covered plateau, and lifted
effortlessly skyward over the sparkling
wilderness below. Unsurprisingly, the
sport of snowkiting is growing fast,
attracting riders who thrive on alpine
adventure, and who know a ski resort
isn’t the only place to find it. With no
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need for slopes, lifts or gondolas,
kiters are free to ride as long as
conditions are good and there’s snow
on the ground. Sweden’s Härjedalen
region has become one of the world’s
best snowkiting destinations, with
vast frozen lakes, perfect winds for
about six in every seven days, and
endless breathtaking backcountry
landscapes to explore. Just wait for
the wind… and let fly.

THE BIG FREEZE

Photo
portfolio

Beyond the powder
THE PLANET’S MAGICAL FROZEN REALMS OFFER
PLAYGROUNDS FOR ADVENTURE, SANCTUARIES
FOR WILDLIFE AND SPACE TO FIND FREEDOM

Photo: Ostersundkite

Words: Lauren Jarvis
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THE BIG FREEZE

Looming like Antoni
Gaudí ’s Gothic spires of the
Sagrada Família, crystallised
and dripping with ice, the
frozen waterfalls of Rjukan are
a place of pilgrimage for ice
climbers, who come to worship
at their frosted altars from
mid-December to March.
Sheltered from the sun
throughout the winter, Rjukan
valley keeps consistently cold,
meaning the falls remain
frozen: a comforting thought
for the climbers scaling its
cascades and crags. With
challenges to suit beginners
and pros, from short, scenic
climbs to epic ascents, perhaps
it’s time to join the converted?
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Photos: Alamy, Petr Hlavacek/ImageBrief

Rjukan, Norway

Franz Josef Glacier,
New Zealand

One of New Zealand’s most thrilling
natural attractions, the South Island’s
Franz Josef Glacier is home to soaring
pinnacles, majestic caverns, glacial
pools and plunging ravines that scar this
7,000-year-old body of shifting striking
blue ice. Take a helicopter ride up to the
13km‑long glacier, fed by a 20m2 snowfield
at the top of the Southern Alps, and you’ll
have the chance to explore the rugged
terrain on foot, with an experienced guide
and crampons to aid your own magnificent
ice‑age adventure.

Manitoba, Canada

The world’s biggest land predator
requires a large slice of the planet to roam,
so the pristine sub-Arctic wilderness of
northern Manitoba is the perfect hangout.
Known as the ‘Polar Bear Capital of the
World’, the town of Churchill is a hotbed
of bear action in October and November,
when the waters of Hudson Bay begin to
freeze, and tundra buggies ply the ice for
up-close encounters of the white and hairy
kind. Look out for moose, wolves and Arctic
foxes on your snow safari, too.
Travel ideas
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THE BIG FREEZE

One of life’s greatest pleasures
is crunching through freshly fallen snow.
For most mainland Australians, that’s
rarely going to happen at home, but just
a hop across the Bass Strait to Tasmania,
winter regularly dusts the powdery
stuff over the island’s high country.
Rated among the world’s greatest treks,
Tasmania’s Overland Track runs 65km
south from Cradle Mountain to Lake St
Clair. Guided snowshoe hikes in the winter
months offer trekkers a different view of
this incredible white wilderness.

Mount Etna, Sicily

Why ski down a mountain when
you can ski down a volcano? The lava-clad
slopes of Sicily’s Mount Etna boast two
ski resorts, offering an exciting variety of
runs once the winter’s white blankets the
black peak. Where else can you snowboard
with the Mediterranean Sea stretching
out before you, as Europe’s tallest active
volcano gently grumbles in your ear? And
with the cosmopolitan coastal delights of
Taormina just a 40-minute drive away, the
après-ski fun promises to be lively.
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Photos: Chris Bray Photography/Tourism Tasmania, Corbis, Grant Gunderson/ImageBrief, Joost Verboven

Tasmania, Australia

Yudanaka
Onsen, Japan

We all love a warm soak in
winter, and Japan’s famous
‘snow monkeys’ are no
different. Surrounded by
mountains, the Yudanaka
Onsen resort area in the
Nagano Prefecture has hot
springs and Buddhist temples,
but it’s the Jigokudani Monkey
Park’s wild macaques that steal
the show, as they languish in
the steaming waters. And with
weather as low as -10°C in
winter, it’s no wonder why!

Montana, USA

“I wish I had a river
I could skate away on. I wish
I had a river so long, I would
teach my feet to fly…” dreamed
Joni Mitchell in her 1970s song,
‘River’. Every year, a group of
skaters in Montana live out that
dream. With the onset of the
winter freeze, their boots slip
on and off they slide, across
monumental mountain lakes and
crystal rivers; the ice at their feet
reflecting Montana’s big, blue
sky above. The right conditions
for ice skating in the wild can be
unpredictable and short lived.
Rumour has it that Flathead
County at the top of the state
has several prime spots to try.
Travel ideas
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Australia’s proving ground
FALLS CREEK IN
VICTORIA PROVIDES
THE PERFECT SETTING
FOR TURNING
WOBBLY KNEED
BEGINNERS INTO
CONFIDENT SKIERS
AND BOARDERS

Photo: Falls Creek

Words: Ben Stower

Growing up in Queensland, a trip
to the beach tended to be one of the
more common excursions on the family
holiday agenda.
At 15 years of age I’d built many a
sandcastle, been dunked by numerous
waves and learned how to surf. But I’d never
clamped my feet to skis or a snowboard;
never worn a thermal shirt under three more
layers; never even seen or felt snow.
A holiday to Australia’s winter slopes had
previously been beyond my family’s means
and still wasn’t completely in our budget.
We made it work though, driving instead
of flying so we could transport food for our
self‑catered apartment.
The two-day road trip was forgettable,
survived with DVDs on the laptop, rounds
of car cricket and Uno, and headphones to
drown out my parents’ looping CD collection

of Elvis, Simply Red and Meat Loaf.
However, during that last hour driving
up into the Victorian Alps to Falls Creek
Alpine Resort the laptop was closed, the
headphones removed, and all of us stared
mesmerised through the glass at the first
flakes of snow.
It was the middle of September, the back
end of a season that until this point had been
relatively disappointing. We wouldn’t have
known. The sky opened up that first day and
it rarely closed for the rest of the week.
It’s safe to say Australia’s snow season
is unpredictable: think periods of drought
coupled with immense snowfall to rival our
Tasman neighbours. These days the resorts
are well enough equipped to compensate,
but as I quickly realised during that first
trip, there is no substitute for fresh powder.
It spoils you for the rest of your life.

The terrain at Falls
Creek suits everyone
from beginners to pros.

Travel ideas
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C L O C KW I S E
FROM LEFT

First tracks at
Falls Creek are
definitely worth
waking up early for.
Guests love
relaxing in the
balcony Jacuzzis
at QT Falls Creek
Resort after a long
day on the snow.
Easy-to-learn-on
terrain makes Falls
Creek a great family
destination.
The Eagle Chair
lift is one of the
most scenic chair
lifts at Falls Creek.
Kids over it? Snow
play is half the fun.

When I returned in 2015...
I was ecstatic to see a white
curtain draped across the resort”
It’s why, when I returned to Falls in 2015,
10 years after my first visit, I was ecstatic to
see a white curtain draped across the resort.
This time I didn’t have to worry about tyre
chains or in-car entertainment. Instead, I
was chauffeured up the mountain in a Range
Rover soon after flying into Albury, courtesy
of Falls Creek Coach Service.
Back in 2005, my family and the two
families accompanying us stayed in a fivebedroom apartment within the Falls Creek
village. With bunks, a large kitchen and
lounge room, and multiple bathrooms, there
was enough comfortable space for six adults
and five children. We also had an invaluable
drying room for our ski gear, ensuring we
never had to put on wet gloves or beanies.
Accommodation has never been a
problem for Falls Creek. From budget
accommodation to 5-star luxury hotels and
everything in between, the resort provides
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plentiful options for all travellers, however
long they want to stay.
At Falls, family friendly doesn’t typically
mean onsite pools, kids clubs and
restaurants. The focus is instead on space,
facilities and a ski-in, ski-out locale.
Some places, such as QT Falls Creek
Resort, where I stayed last year, go a little
further with Jacuzzis on the balconies,
an onsite pool and restaurants, but for
the most part you can find everything you
need without spending a lot.
Hire facilities are scattered throughout
the village, giving everyone an outlet close
by where you can get fitted for all your gear.
Hire the essentials – ski boots, skis, pants
and jacket – and save money by purchasing
the rest back home.
Trading beach for snow isn’t seamless.
Lessons were more than necessary that first
holiday: they were invaluable, teaching the

flightcentre.com.au/ski-holidays/falls-creek
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art of slowing down with the ‘pizza’ technique
and using edges to turn. I also became
a master of getting up after falling over.
Instructors who could ski backwards
while talking showed patience along with
expertise and we were all gliding (and
occasionally tumbling) down a few easy
blue runs by the end of day two.
Despite my many falls, there was
immediate satisfaction from being able to
make it down a run. I continued skiing for
hours after the lesson had ended, addicted
to that feeling of progress and unknown
potential. For me, skiing came after crawling,
walking, swimming and bike riding, but it
was by far the most rewarding.
By the third day, most of us were done
with lessons and onto the greens – primarily
the easiest, Wombat’s Ramble – while others
forged on with their pizzas and a few opted
for rest with massages and a drink instead.
Falls has definitely built upon its après-ski
in the past 10 years. Those who prefer not to
self-cater can choose from 35-plus breakfast,
lunch and dinner options, including Bazaar’s
interactive marketplace buffet.
Children’s entertainment varies from
regular street parties with marshmallow

5 OTHER GREAT
AUSSIE FAMILY
SKI REGIONS
01

Selwyn, NSW

Family-owned Selwyn ski resort
features progressive terrain, certified
snow sports schools for children aged
18 months and older, as well as a fun
mini terrain park.

Photos: Falls Creek, Getty Images

02

roasting and music, to nightly fireworks
and the Snowplay Park. The latter includes
snowmobiles (kid-sized), snowman building
and snow trampolines.
Falls Creek now also has two designated
massage and therapy clinics, along with
a range of mobile and private services.
I could have used some foot therapy.
Skiing was fun, but the boots were somewhat
torturous, not far off Chinese foot binding.
I stared in envy at the snowboarders strutting
across the snow in their comfortable shoes
while I cringed with every step.
During our mid-week rest day I got to heal
those sore and rarely used muscles. The
following day I reassessed my fun-to-pain
ratio and decided to switch to snowboarding.
I was sent back to the learner slope, but it
was a change and something new to try.
Come 2015, I was no longer getting
butt-cheek bruises on the green runs. I could
instead explore the mountain from base to
summit and challenge myself with some of
Falls’ black runs.
I braved the mountain’s hardest, Widow
Maker, a steep she-devil comprised of
moguls, random shrubs and a tight wall of
trees on either side. She never let up, cutting

short any momentum with an ill-placed
bump or sudden drop.
I was an amateur again, relishing the
testing world of snowboarding. Few other
pursuits push me into that rare zone of
exhilarating discomfort. I learned firsthand
how difficult Falls Creek can be to master
and seriously considered more lessons
when I arrived, exhausted and elated, at
the run’s end.
Between Wombat’s Ramble and Widow
Maker, I’ve boarded in Canada and New
Zealand, and have plans to visit Japan. My
sister has skied the Swiss Alps and currently
works at Sunshine Village resort in the
Canadian Rockies.
I think both of us will always treasure
that first holiday for opening our eyes to
the winter playground that exists beyond
Queensland’s salty shores.

Getting there

Visit your local Flight Centre for more advice and
the latest deals on travelling to Falls Creek. Go to
flightcentre.com.au or call 131 600 24 hours.

Lake Mountain, Vic

Designed for snow-play families,
Lake Mountain offers a slew of alternatives
to skiing, including a snowman park, flying
fox, tube run and four toboggan slopes.

03

Charlotte Pass, NSW

Ski-in, ski-out accommodation offers
easy access to Charlotte Pass’ all-day kids
ski program, Kids Flare Run and Onesie
Wednesday. Look out for regular freebies,
including Fairy Floss Friday, Tubin’
Tuesday and Kids Ski Free passes.

04

Mt Buller, Vic

The closest big ski resort to
Melbourne, Mt Buller boasts an array
of family-friendly activities, including
sled‑dog tours, tobogganing and twilight
skiing on the slopes, along with a cinema,
Gnome Roam and National Alpine
Museum for après-ski.

05

Perisher, NSW

With four resorts and seven peaks,
Perisher offers the most skiable terrain in
Australia, along with snow tubing, scenic
chairlift rides, a snow sports school and
ski-in, ski-out accommodation. The new
Epic Australia Pass also grants yearround access to Perisher and eight of
the USA’s best resorts.
Travel ideas
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Ski & Savour

GIVE YOUR NEXT SKI ADVENTURE A GOURMET
TWIST WITH THIS TASTER OF SOME OF THE BEST
MOUNTAINTOP RESTAURANTS ACROSS THE WORLD
Words: Duncan Madden

salopettes, a distant memory. Where once
it was packed lunches cobbled together
from breakfast leftovers and mountaintop
buffets serving rubbery schnitzels and
wilted salads, we’re now spoilt for choice –
be it fine dining or fresh fast food we crave.
From sipping Champagne and gorging
on fresh oysters at Falls Creek to sampling
banana bread French toast at Whistler,
here’s where we go to ski and savour.

Photos: Destination Queenstown, iStock, NZ Ski Ltd, Tom Parker

When it comes to planning your
next ski holiday, there are obvious things to
think about: snow conditions, slopes and
terrain, a cosy chalet or luxurious resort
and, of course, where to après-ski in style.
But what about the food?
Thankfully the days when skiing was
synonymous with mediocre menus catered
purely to get you back on the slopes as
quickly as possible are, like flared neoprene
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C L O C KW I S E
FROM TOP LEFT

Fresh, seasonal
ingredients are featured
prominently on the
menus of St Hubertus.
With white enamel
milk churns, exposed
zinc pipework and
dairy-styled fittings,
La Fruitière is as cute
(and tasty) as pie.
Get comfy on the
animal skin-covered
chairs and enjoy a
hearty meal at familyrun Chez Merie.
Not a bad view of Lake
Wakatipu from Skyline’s
Stratosfare Restaurant
& Bar... not bad at all.
Fine food in a casual
cafe setting at Rimrock
Cafe. Reservations are
limited so get in early.
Ski in and out for
family-friendly Italian
classics at Queenstown’s
Heidi’s Hut. Kids rate
the pizzas.

Travel ideas
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Go gourmet

It could be said that there’s a time and a place for true
fine dining, but, happily, more and more chefs are
taking that to be halfway up a mountain after a super
hard day on the slopes.
“The main principle is following nature, respecting
the seasons and the mountainous terrain,” says Norbert
Niederkofler, Michelin-starred executive chef at St
Hubertus in the grand dame Rosa Alpina Hotel & Spa,
hidden away in Italy’s Dolomites. “It’s very important
to us to avoid waste, use everything up and respect the
old traditions to preserve mountain culture.”
And it doesn’t just stop with Chef Niederkofler’s own
restaurant; he recently started working with local rifugi
(mountain huts) to bring in great chefs who can raise
the quality and creativity of the food on offer across
the entire Südtirol region. It’s fine dining for everyone
without the price tag to match.
WHERE TO GET IT

Don’t miss chef-owner Rolf Gunther’s incredibly
hearty, yet refined, menu at Whistler’s Rimrock Cafe.
The Duck Two Ways of thinly sliced breast and crispy
confit ladled with chunky caramelised onion jam is
a signature classic.
Whether it’s breakfast eggs and short-rib hash
pre-ski or the indulgent five-course tasting menu
with wine later on, avid skier and chef Jean-Georges
Vongerichten’s J&G Grill Park City at The St Regis
Deer Valley, Utah is worth the visit, snow or not.
Norbert Niederkofler lives up to his word with
an extraordinary array of creative classics offering
a mountainous twist at St Hubertus. We loved the
tender beef tenderloin cooked in salt crust with
meadow hay, and the risotto with pine needles
and smoked organic chicken.

Who wants to stick to the mainstream all the time?
Often, the best skiing is found down hidden trails,
off piste, and it’s no different when it comes to eating.
Mountain ranges around the world have become
a hotbed of creativity – mad locations, eccentric
constructions and creative culinary twists on established
classics. In such amazing settings, a dollop of adventure
and a side of mystery can really add an extra dimension
to the dining experience.
Andrew Fletcher of Solitude Mountain Resort in Utah
is a case in point with the resort’s extraordinary The Yurt.
“Mongolian yurts tend to be traditional, remote mountain
structures. Ours is very scenic, in a remote area of the
resort that guests snowshoe to get to. We decided to
combine this with a fine-dining experience.”
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W H E R E TO G E T I T

Bring your own wine to sip with mountain-themed
classics at Solitude Mountain Resort’s The Yurt. Stuffed
Duroc pork loin and roasted pheasant with chasseur
sauce are good, but the bison tenderloin with locally
foraged huckleberry sauce is king of the hill.
Family-run madness is the rule of thumb at tiny
Chez Merie tucked away in Sainte-Foy in the Tarentaise
region of the French Alps. Snuggle up on the animal
skin-covered sofa and watch as Grandma grills huge
chateaubriands on the open communal fire. Magic.
Hidden in the treeline of Holiday Pair Lift #1 above
Hirafu Niseko in Japan, atmospheric and traditional
Boyo-so serves the best ramen around. If noodle soup
doesn’t do it for you, warm your bones with a tempura
or katsu curry, and don’t miss the awesome views
over Mount Yōtei.

Photos: Darby Magill, Tom Parter

Off piste

FOOD SAFARI

A dollop of adventure and a side of
mystery can add an extra dimension
to the dining experience”
Family friendly

“There’s no heading to a McDonald’s after a meal here,”
says owner Kathi Jazic of Whistler’s Wild Wood Pacific
Bistro. “We pride ourselves on our home-cooked meals
– and large portions, with plenty of vegetarian, vegan
and gluten-free options.”
Variety combined with quality is the key to successful
family catering, and while ski restaurants once used
their remote settings as an excuse to limit menus,
nowadays that just doesn’t cut the proverbial mustard.
“Wild Wood was created by locals for locals,” explains
Kathi. “And people say the most memorable thing about
us is the amazing staff – some of them have been with
Wild Wood for 10 years and families come back as
much for them as our food!”
W H E R E TO G E T I T

C L O C KW I S E

Michelin-starred chef
Norbert Niederkofler
takes time to chill out;
food and drink go hand in
hand at La Fruitière;
fill your belly with
home-cooked meals at
Wild Wood Pacific Bistro;
remote and wild, The
Yurt is a hidden gem.

For the best egg bennies in town, washed down
with a cold, fresh Caesar cocktail, Whistler’s Wild Wood
Pacific Bistro can’t be beat. Bring the kids and treat
them to the homemade banana bread French toast.
Street food, mountain-style, from the roving burrito
snowcat patrolling California’s Bear Mountain. Treat the
kids to a breakfast burrito with green chilli, eggs, beans
and salsa from this souped-up bright-yellow snowcat
created by a 40-year snow-grooming veteran. Don’t do
burritos? No problem – there’s now a calzone cat, too!
Pizzas are fresh-made with flair at Queenstown’s
Heidi’s Hut. Don’t miss the Pacifica with Champagne
ham, caramelised pineapple and tomato salsa – and
served with stunning views over The Remarkables
from a vast sundeck where the kids can roam free.

Après-ski

Whether it’s dancing to Euro pop on tabletops and
spilling the ‘willy’ (the eye-watering Austrian pear
schnapps pronounced ‘vili’) or relaxing in front of
a fire with fine wines and civilised friends, evening
entertainment on the mountains is a serious business.
Restaurants are increasingly blurring the borders
between the two, serving great gourmet food set to
a convivial, relaxed party atmosphere.
W H E R E TO G E T I T

Get in a party mood at Falls Creek with tasty share
plates and delicious drinks at Feathertop Restaurant
+ Tapas Bar, featuring dishes by French-Canadian
chef Brian Ritchot and world-class service by his wife,
maître d’ and wine expert Erin.
Regional Savoyard delicacies get an international
twist thanks to head chef Frank Mischler at La Fruitière,
next to one of the biggest après-ski parties on the planet,
La Folie Douce. Wash down a pungent cheese platter
with a fresh Sancerre before diving head first into the
après-ski melee next door (don’t forget your goggles to
protect you from all the Champagne spray!).
Queenstown is renowned as the Southern
Hemisphere’s biggest post-ski party. Head for Bardeaux
to kickstart the cocktails, or, for something more
relaxed, jump on the gondola for a sumptuous buffet set
to jaw-dropping views over Lake Wakatipu at Skyline’s
Stratosfare Restaurant & Bar.
Travel ideas
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SOUTHERN
HEMISPHERE
SNOW
DELIGHTS

Thredbo is home to
some of Australia’s
longest runs.
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YOU DON’T HAVE TO TRAVEL TO EUROPE FOR
SERIOUS SNOW FUN. THESE AUSTRALIAN AND
NEW ZEALAND HOTSPOTS OFFER REMARKABLE
RUNS FOR ALL LEVELS
Words: Angela Saurine

These essential snow experiences
should be a must on any itinerary. Sure, there’s
the whole world, but if you only have a weekend
or two, Australia and New Zealand both have
a diverse range of snowy hotspots to explore.

01 Ski Australia’s longest run
at Thredbo

Thredbo has long been known as a party village,
but the NSW resort also offers some of the
best skiing in the Southern Hemisphere, with
thigh-burning runs up to 5km long. Catch the
Kosciuszko Express chairlift to Basin then
Karels T-bar to Australia’s highest lifted point
at 2,037m and ski the Village Trail green run
all the way down. Or you can switch to the
Supertrail on Crackenback Ridge or the World
Cup run partway down for a more challenging
intermediate run. On the other side of the resort,
High Noon is another 5km track, which runs
from the top of The Cruiser Quad Chair all the
way to the bottom of the resort.

02 Catch the alpine railway
Photos: Chris Hocking, Hans Grimus, Kosciuszko Thredbo Pty Ltd, Steve Cruff, Vail Resorts Inc

to Blue Cow

When the Skitube railway began operating
in 1987, it was the biggest thing to happen
to Australia’s ski industry in a very long time.
Since then, it has carried more than four million
passengers to the slopes. The only one of its
kind in Australia, the Swiss-designed tube takes
passengers from Bullocks Flat on the Alpine
Way through the country’s longest transport
tunnel of 6.3km. Once at Blue Cow, you can ski
straight out the door to access easy green and
blue ski runs, including Zali’s, Roller Coaster
and Pleasant Valley. Or adrenaline junkies can
head for the most difficult black diamond runs
like Kamikaze and Show Boat.

03 Soak up the views from
the Guthega Alpine Inn

A favourite among locals and those in the
know, this ski-in restaurant is hidden away in
a little pocket of Perisher. The stone and timber
building has a sunny deck overlooking the
Snowy River, with views to Mt Kosciuszko,

the Main Range and Guthega Dam, an original
part of the Snowy Mountains Hydro-Electric
Scheme. German chef Torsten Knaack dishes
up a hearty goulash soup and homemade pie,
made from beef raised on a farm at Moonbah,
near Jindabyne. Ski in via the Norwegian Trail
and out via the Blue Calf T-bar and the Freedom
Chairlift. Be warned that it can get crowded
on weekends in peak season, so it’s best to
get there early or go on a weekday if you can.

02

04 Explore Falls Creek backcountry
with Olympian Steve Lee

Steve Lee, a born and bred Falls Creek local,
knows the resort like the back of his hand, and
he’s happy to share his secret powder stashes
with keen skiers and snowboarders who sign
up to his half-day backcountry tour. Lee, who
represented Australia at the 1984, 1988 and
1992 Winter Olympics, shoots participants
to the top of the mountain on his custom-built
snowmobile and sled before leading them down
untracked runs, through trees and rocks. You
may even stop to drink from a pristine waterfall
on the way. Designed for groups of three to eight
people, the tours are tailored for intermediate to
advanced ability levels.

03

05 Have a yarn with Hans Grimus
at Mt Buller

You haven’t been to Buller, Victoria, until you’ve
been to Hans Grimus’ Austrian restaurant
Kaptans and had a glass of schnapps,
a schnitzel or yarn with this legend of Australia’s
ski industry. The charismatic Grimus was
19 when he migrated to Australia with barely
a penny more than 16 quid in his pocket. After
working on an oil refinery in Geelong, then on
the Snowy Mountains Hydro-Electric Scheme,
he found his way to Buller, three hours’ drive
from Melbourne, where he helped build a
lodge and a few lifts. He’s been running his
Tyrolean-style lodge, Hotel Pension Grimus,
since 1973. His son, Anton, who competed
at the Sochi Winter Olympics in 2014, can
often be found in the restaurant playing guitar
alongside his dad on the accordion.

04

05
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06 Relax in front of the fireplace
at Dinner Plain

For a true rustic mountain lodge experience, look
no further than Peppers Rundells Alpine Lodge,
located just 10km from Mt Hotham ski resort in
the village of Dinner Plain. Sit back in a brown
leather lounge in front of the large open fireplace
at this family-run lodge sipping a hot chocolate
or glass of mulled wine after a day’s skiing. Then
head to in-house restaurant Graze, where you can
sample locally sourced food. The walls of the lodge
are decorated with antique wooden skis, sleds and
snowshoes. Like other properties in Dinner Plain,
the building is inspired by cattlemen’s huts, and
features plenty of rustic corrugated iron, stone
and beautiful timber. The lodge is only a short
walk from the Onsen Retreat & Spa, where you
can soak in an outdoor hot spring.

07 Ride Australia’s tallest chairlift

From the top of Mt Perisher Double Chair you
can look out at the seemingly endless snowcovered mountains dotted with gum trees in the
distance. The lift takes you to 2,034m above sea
level at Australia’s largest snow resort, Perisher,
which stretches across 1,245ha and four resort
areas – Perisher Valley, Smiggin Holes, Blue Cow

and Guthega. From there you can ski down to
Eyre T-bar at the perimeter of the resort, soak
up the rays of the Sun Valley bowl or, if you are
feeling really bold, brave the black diamond T-bar
Olympic. If your stomach is rumbling after all that
physical exertion, pop into the Powder Inn at the
base of the chair for lunch and admire the views
through the large windows.

08 Try heli-skiing in New Zealand

Standing at the top of one of New Zealand’s
peaks looking out at surrounding mountain
ranges knowing you’ve got them all to yourself
is a true bucket-list experience, and one that can
be fulfilled on a heli-skiing adventure. Harris
Mountains Heliski offers a range of tours covering
countless peaks in the 11 mountain ranges in
the area around Queenstown and Wanaka on the
South Island. You can choose to do three runs,
four runs or seven runs. Each tour begins with an
avalanche briefing where you are shown how to
use search transmitters, which are strapped under
jackets, and how to use an avalanche probe to find
and save someone buried under the snow. As if
the thrill of riding in a helicopter isn’t enough, you
also get to experience the unbridled joy of gliding
through silky smooth snow on a powder day.
07

08

09

Photos: Mantra Group, Miles Holden, NZ Ski Ltd
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The Remarkables
range sure lives up
to its name.

CLOSE TO HOME

09 Stay at the grand Kosciuszko
Chalet Hotel

Built in 1930, The Kosciuszko Chalet Hotel is
the place to stay at Charlotte Pass. All rooms
in the ski-in, ski-out hotel have views of the
valley or the mountain. Enjoy high tea by
the fire in Adams Cocktail Lounge in the
afternoon, or bop along to a live jazz band
before dining at The Chalet Restaurant,
a laidback, a-la-carte venue. The child-friendly
property also offers activities, games, arts
and crafts to kids aged three to 13 at Frosty’s
Chill Out Zone, which is free for guests.

10 Soak up the view over

Lake Wakatipu, New Zealand

When it comes to scenery, New Zealand’s
South Island ski resorts are up there with
the best in the world. Coronet Peak, just a
20-minute drive from Queenstown, has pinchme pretty views over paddocks, mountains and
Lake Wakatipu, around which the city is built.
About 35 minutes’ drive from Queenstown,
The Remarkables ski resort also looks down
over a lake. Just be careful not to ski into a tree
while admiring the view!
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Find your tribe
Words: Rachael Oakes-Ash

Have a gay time
in Queenstown

From August 27 to September 3, 2016,
Queenstown New Zealand comes
alive with Gay Ski Week QT. The gay
community and friends take to the Kiwi
slopes of Cardrona, Coronet Peak and
The Remarkables for the largest gay
and lesbian ski week in the Southern
Hemisphere. Dedicated intermediate
and advanced groups ski together with
an instructor at Cardrona throughout the
week and the après-ski calendar is packed
with a foam party, queer quiz night, fine
dining, a cabaret and karaoke… so you
may need to book a recovery holiday the
following week.
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Mammoth ladies’ lessons

Women and men ski differently: it’s called
the Q angle and it’s all in the hips – women
have a higher Q angle due to physiological
makeup. That’s just one of the reasons why
an all-woman ski camp will take your skiing
to the next level. At Mammoth Mountain in
California, female instructors, small groups,
video analysis and an après-ski party
make for a personalised and fun learning
experience. The three-day camps are held
four times throughout the ski season for
strong intermediate, advanced and expert
female skiers.

Swiss intensive

The Warren Smith Ski Academy offers fiveday camps throughout the winter in the big
mountain ski village of Verbier, Switzerland.
A combination of ski technique, biomechanics
and ski physiology is taught daily to groups
of similar-ability skiers to advance your ski
level in an intensive way.

Get air in Colarado

Always wanted to heli-ski but feared you
weren’t good enough? Think again. Colorado’s
Telluride ski resort has a three-day heli-ski
camp to get solid skiers there with two days
spent on the mountain with an instructor
developing skills and familiarising you with
the rugged terrain. On the third day your
instructor takes you heli-skiing on the San
Juan Mountains, giving you plenty of tips along
the way. With only three skiers per group,
personalised instruction is guaranteed.

Be a backcountry bandit

Extremely Canadian have teamed up with
the Whistler Blackcomb resort in Canada
to offer first-time backcountry skiers and
snowboarders a one-day guided small group
introduction to the off-piste, unmarked
terrain. The experienced guides offer
safety knowledge, avalanche and mountain
awareness and techniques to hone your
skiing and boarding.

Photos: Alamy, Gay Ski Week QT, iStock, Peter Morning

Like attracts like and no more
so than at ski and snowboard resorts.
Find snow enthusiasts like you or at
a similar experience level for these
tailored adventures.

LIKE FOR LIKE

C L O C KW I S E
FROM LEFT

Ski-free fun

Become a heli-skiing
pro in three days;
everyone who does
a course at Warren
Smith Ski Academy
comes out looking
like this (or tries to!);
Queenstown Gay Ski
Week is unforgettable;
Mammoth ladies’
lessons; exploring
off-piste terrain at
Whistler Blackcomb
backcountry.

Don’t ski or snowboard?
Try one of these snow
adventures offered
at most ski resorts.
No boots, bindings
or planks required!

Snowtubing

Many resorts offer a
snow tube park where
you jump on an inflatable
tube and ride setup
lanes of snow down
the mountain.

Snowmobiling

Sign up for a snowmobile
tour and climb on
board, either driving or
riding pinion. Guides
take snowmobilers
on specially designed
tracks and through
powder snow.

Snowshoeing

Strap on some
snowshoes and follow
your guide hiking into the
wilderness for a wildlife
adventure far from the
chairlift crowds.

Getting there

Visit your local Flight
Centre for more
information on snow
adventures and the
latest deals. Go to
flightcentre.com.au
or call 131 600
24 hours.
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America offers some of the best snow
terrain in the world – and whatever your
travelling style, you’ll find an adventure
that suits. Park City Mountain Resort
(pictured) is one of the most highly rated.
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CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE

Choose
Adventure
YOUR OWN
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Wild thing

The ‘Wild One’ turns 50 this year, and I’m not talking about
that vintage hit song by Australian rock ‘n’ roll legend Johnny
O’Keefe. The ‘Wild One’ is Jackson Hole, the Wyoming ski resort
with a reputation for hardcore terrain and rugged outdoor spirit.
Nowhere epitomises that hardcore as much as Corbet’s Couloir,
a narrow chute accessed by the resort’s iconic aerial tram. According
to the resort, thousands come here to chase winter glory each year.
Here I am, standing at the top on a sunny day, with many others,
staring down it in awe. The experts-only chute usually requires
a fresh-air drop of several metres, before the skier or snowboarder
lands on the 55-degree slope with rock faces on either side.
A sharp right-hand turn needs to be executed almost straight
away, and then the chute starts to fan out on a 45-degree slope.
If you make it through to this section, and if you can check your
speed successfully, you are probably home and hosed.
American Olympic gold medallist Tommy Moe, known for his
bravery on skis, says: “When you’re at the bottom of Corbet’s it
doesn’t look too bad. But then as you ski up to it from the top,
it almost makes your stomach tingle.”
There’s plenty more to tingle your senses. Most runs off
Rendezvous Mountain are black or double-black diamond and
there are many other chutes, such as S&S and Alta, which will
seriously test your mettle.

Wildlife fans can see
elks at the National Elk
Refuge or Yellowstone
National Park.
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Words: Robert Upe

Jackson Hole has an authentic cowboy vibe and there’s nowhere
better to experience it than the Million Dollar Cowboy Bar after a
hard day’s skiing. The bar, known for its country music, has hosted
greats such as Willie Nelson and has saddles as bar stools – just
don’t get your foot stuck in the stirrups when you dismount!
Just 19km from the ski runs, the town has a boardwalk at the
front of some of its shops (just like you see in Western movies)
and a good selection of places to stay and eat.
I bed down a bit out of town, at Spring Creek Ranch, where I
warm up by the wood fire and enjoy the cowboy-inspired interiors
and the mountain views. Regular shuttles operate between the
town, ranch and ski slopes.
Alternatively, you can stay slope side at pretty Teton Village.
The ski-in, ski-out luxury Four Seasons hotel is there, as well as
a great selection of apartments. Don’t miss the Mangy Moose
restaurant and saloon in Teton Village, recommended by Forbes.
Nature lovers will enjoy Jackson Hole. Yellowstone National
Park can be visited on a day trip (try a snowmobile tour) or you
can tour the National Elk Refuge in a horse-drawn sleigh to see
the thousands of elk that hibernate there.
So did I run the gauntlet of Corbet’s? Thankfully, I was saved by
the unfriendly conditions that day, and consoled myself with a beer
in the saddle at the Million Dollar Cowboy Bar instead.

C L O C KW I S E
FROM TOP LEFT

Photos: Alamy, Getty Images, Jackson Hole Mountain Resort

Thousands go to
Corbet’s Couloir
each year to chase
winter glory.
Looking down
Corbet’s Couloir
can be both
frightening and
awe-inspiring.
Skiing down is...
well steep...
A winter horsedrawn sleigh ride
offers a memorable
experience for the
whole family.
Variable terrain,
from groomed
slopes to cliff areas,
makes Jackson
Hole one of USA’s
best ski fields.
Jackson Hole has
a cowboy vibe and
there’s nowhere
better to experience
it than the Million
Dollar Cowboy Bar.
It snows quite
frequently in
Jackson Hole.
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Photos: The Little Nell

Powder skiing
takes some serious
mastery and Aspen
Mountain offers
some of the best
terrain for it.
Revving up to
make first tracks.
Simon Chen and
Pete Hayda clearly
love what they do...
it’s easy to see why.
The ‘in-cat’
catering fuels
guests for the
day’s proceedings.
Tucking into some
tasty grub at The
Little Nell hotel.
Sure, you can hike
if you want, but
the beauty about
cat skiing is that
you don’t have to
do anything much
except ski.
The social aspect
of cat skiing is a
highlight for guests.
Scenic sunsets
are another one of
Aspen’s delights.

CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE

Cat skiing at The
Little Nell is a weekly
occurrence in season.

Skiing hard,
fast and wild

You know those days where everything flows, you are
invincible and life is going your way? Well, I had one of them in
Aspen, Colorado, when the snow fell silently from the night sky
clearing to a bluebird day come dawn, leaving a field of fresh
virgin powder snow waiting for my ski tracks.
There would be no chairlift rides for me that day. Instead
I climbed into a private ‘cat’ snow vehicle on the backside of
Aspen Mountain with a handful of fellow guests from the
seriously swanky ski-in, ski-out The Little Nell hotel.
For the hotel general manager, Simon Chen, and his trusty
marketing wingman, Pete Hayda, this is just a weekly occurrence.
Every Friday, they leave their laptops behind and host hotel guests
looking for an exclusive off-piste experience.
I am sharing the heated cabin (and the element 47 restaurant
‘in-cat’ catering with the likes of intricate club sandwiches with
slow-roasted lamb) with a crew of 10, including Simon and Pete,
some ski instructors for added tips, cat ski guides to show us the
way down, a gazillionaire from Brazil and his crew, and some
skiers from out East.
The cat driver takes our crew to the top of a pristine slope, our
guide talks us through some skiing safety tips and we make first

Words: Rachael Oakes-Ash

tracks under the Coloradan sun. Powder skiing takes some mastery,
but once you have discovered it you will crave it like an addict for the
rest of your waking days.
It is days like these that addicts like me live for; the feel of light dry
snow under the skis as you fly down a hill, weaving through glades of
trees and rolling over striking terrain with great people by your side.
This is hero skiing where everyone looks good.
The best news is the ‘cat’ is always waiting at the bottom of the run
to take you all back up to another untouched slope to do it all again
and again and again. The only thing not on our side is time. The sun
will eventually go down, but not before 12 runs, high fiving ourselves
on the way down each time.
I really love the social aspect of cat skiing, the time in the cat
on the way back up with music pumping from the speakers, the
rustle of snacks being devoured to fuel the next thigh-burning run
and the friendly cross-nationality banter. By the time we get to the
backcountry cabin for a late lunch, we are all bonded by the shared
experience of the perfect day.
Then it gets even better. A masseuse with magic hands is waiting
for us in the cabin ready to pummel away any sore muscles or knots
from skiing hard, fast and wild.
Travel ideas
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A steep ask

As I carve wide turns on my snowboard down the Boa run
at Canyons – a long, serpentine blue considered somewhat of a
local secret – I can’t help but hope it will remain crowd-free even
with the big merger news. The largest ski resort in the USA was
birthed in the 2015/2016 season, when two of Utah’s legendary
resorts – Park City Mountain Resort and Canyons – linked some
2,954ha of skiable terrain in the Wasatch Mountains.
This is how PR people tell the story. But skiing the story is
another tale, of course. It’s early in the day after a fresh snowfall
and Boa’s flanks are pristine with untouched powder. I weave offpiste into the stashes, viscerally comprehending what people mean
here by ‘Champagne powder.’ The feathery snow erupts in little
effervescent puffs – bubbly toasts to the Utah high life in my wake.
Taking a break from the slopes one day, I take my six-year-old
niece, Olivia, to Gorgoza Park – a tubing park just outside Park City
with seven snowy half-pipe-like runs and a warm-up yurt proffering
hot cocoa. “We’re doughnuts!” she shouts from her rubber inner
tube as we’re pulled along a conveyor belt up the side of a mountain.
This whole splayed-atop-a-comfy-inner-tube thing feels deceptively
tranquil. When we get to the top, however, the plunging ‘advanced
run’ back down does not. Suddenly we’re flying alongside each
other in neighbouring tubes, bumping off the icy walls and even
getting a little air. Catching our collective breath at the end, our
laughter rises like frosty clouds. I’m feeling six years old, too.
Later that day, it’s more serious business as we’re mulling
the merits of marshmallow flavours at the Montage Deer Valley
resort, where the house-made selection for après-ski s’mores (an
American campfire tradition) includes cinnamon, chocolate and
vanilla. Fireside on the property’s terrace, looking up at the slope
I’ve just skied down, I’m, you know, just getting some style tips
from an Olympian. Shannon Bahrke, the hotel’s Olympic ski
ambassador, seems to genuinely love her job. Olivia joins the

Hardly any other
souls in sight, fresh
snowfall... boarding
Utah is a dream!
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Words: Terry Ward

kids’ gathering around Bahrke for the chance to drape her silver
Olympic medal (won on Park City’s moguls during the 2002 games)
over their necks. Bahrke still kills it on the slopes, and she also goes
for seconds on s’mores. So I get in line for another one, too.
You ski North America for the quality of the snow and the Alps
for the ambiance, so the saying goes. But that rule doesn’t apply
in Park City, one of the rare USA ski towns that escapes the
poured-concrete feel with a bona fide historic town centre at
a killer mountain’s base. Long before Park City hosted the world
at the 2002 Winter Olympic Games, this was a silver-mining town
with a whole host of less wholesome characters. And the colourful
preserved facades still conjure the city’s past.
Who said getting a stiff drink is hard in Utah, anyway? I order a
Polygamy Porter (“Why have just one?” quips the label, a reference
to the state’s Mormonism) at the packed Wasatch Brew Pub one
afternoon. Then I join friends at Robert Redford’s downtown
restaurant, Zoom, for artisan charcuterie and Napa Valley wines
served with a Sundance vibe. There really is only one US
ski town where great atmosphere meets the
world’s best snow, and it’s here.

C L O C KW I S E
FROM TOP LEFT

Photos: Alamy, Getty Images, Montage Deer Resort, Park City

The merger of
Park City Mountain
and Canyons makes
it even easier to find
a run that’s away
from the crowds.
You could go
days and keep
discovering new
runs to tackle.
Utah is famous
for its world-class
resorts and lodges.
There are plenty
of options for kids,
but sometimes the
simplest activities,
such as playing in
the snow, are the
most fun.
Sweeping views
from the chairlift...
just another day on
the slopes.
House-made ski
s’mores at Montage
Deer Valley resort
are definitely worth
the kilojoules.
Gorgoza Park is
very popular with
kids (and young-atheart adults).
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The twin peaks
of America’s first
ski resort host a
snowy playground
for Olympians,
celebrities and
beginners alike.
Sun Valley Lodge
has recently
been revitalised.
Predictably the
pool is a popular
post-ski spot.
Jacqueline
Kennedy, pictured
with daughter
Caroline, travelled
to Sun Valley
in 1965.
Bumps and all,
the descent is why
the people come.
The world’s first
chairlifts debuted in
Sun Valley, inspired
by a system used to
haul bananas.
Sun Valley is aptly
named, getting a
blissful 250 days
of sunshine a year
on average.
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The treeless
Dollar Mountain
is popular with
both skiers and
boarders.

Downhill
all the way

Halfway down the toughest ‘intermediate’ trail I’ve ever
skied, I stop to catch my breath. While most ski resorts roll from
summit to base in steps, Sun Valley plunges – unrelenting constant
pitch is its trademark. It’s a big mountain, with more vertical than
legends Alta or Breckenridge. The blue trail I’m labouring down is
Warm Springs, an unlikely signature run at a mountain famed for
expert bumps and spawning decades of Olympians. Dropping from
the peak to base of Bald Mountain, or ‘Baldy’, it plummets more
than 1,000 vertical metres without flattening, and only the fittest
can ski it non-stop. That doesn’t stop guests from trying, as it’s
a pilgrimage experience at America’s first destination ski resort.
After skiing in the Swiss Alps, W. Averell Harriman, chairman
of Union Pacific Railroad, decided America needed its own alpine
playground. He hired Austrian skier Count Felix Schaffgotsch
to scour America’s mountains, and after exploring California,
Nevada, Wyoming, Utah and Colorado, the Count found paradise in
Ketchum, Idaho. The ski resort opened in 1936, with the luxurious
Sun Valley Lodge to house visitors. The lodge and setting stunned
skiers, but what really put Sun Valley on the map was its chairlifts.
Before 1936, every ski resort used the same technology; rope
tows, J-bars or T-bars dragging standing skiers uphill. Harriman
challenged railroad engineers to create a better people mover,
and the resort opened with the world’s first two chairlifts, quickly
adding a third. Skiers ascended while leisurely seated, which along
with the swanky lodge, immediately attracted a celebrity clientele,
which never stopped coming. Early regulars included the Kennedys,
Clark Gable, Errol Flynn, Marilyn Monroe and Ernest Hemingway.
Contemporary guests include Tom Hanks, Oprah Winfrey, Justin
Timberlake and Bill Gates.
The first chair up Dollar Mountain, one of two peaks in the
resort, has been replaced by a high-speed quad, serving the same

Words: Larry Olmsted

terrain – with one exception. Dollar now features a nearly 7m
super pipe and a Terrain Park, popular with snowboarders, a sport
that was quickly embraced here: Sun Valley has sent at least one
resident to every Olympics since snowboarding was added.
Treeless, diminutive Dollar rises just 297m, but is regarded as
the nation’s finest learning area. Intermediate Dollar Face is its
steepest run, and when new skiers can navigate it, they graduate
to Baldy. Today a gondola mirrors Bald Mountain’s first chair,
accessing black diamond Christmas Bowl, the most popular spot
in Idaho after a snowstorm. Thanks to the gondola, I enjoy more
knee-deep powder laps than Hemingway could in his day.
After the endless Warm Springs descent, I’m ready for an aprèsski cocktail, but heading into the lodge I’m thrown off balance. To
celebrate its 80th season, the resort did a huge expansion in 2015,
adding over 200,000m2 of glade skiing, but the biggest change
is the lodge, rebuilt with every modern luxury. Formerly tucked
away, the new Duchin Lounge is a vibrant gathering spot, and a
focal point of the art-appointed grand lobby. Guest rooms were so
enlarged, with new spa-like bathrooms that capacity dropped by a
third (94 rooms down from 148). A huge foot spa, fitness centre,
yoga studio, and poolside cafe were added. I sip my drink, looking
up at the sun setting over the slopes, and reflect on what has not
changed: Dollar and Bald Mountains, with terrain for all abilities,
and the constant pitch that puts the downhill in downhill skiing.

Getting there

Visit your local Flight Centre for more advice on USA snow adventures
and the latest deals. Go to flightcentre.com.au or call 131 600 24 hours.
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TRAVEL GUIDES

Ski scoop

we give the lowdown
on what slopes to hit
based on your interests

Europe
BEST FOR SNOWFALL

BEST FOR SNOWFALL

Val d’Isere, France

Whistler Blackcomb

You’re almost guaranteed snowfall at the
glam Val d’Isere. It features more than
300km of marked runs and powder-loads of
off-piste skiing – and the snow is generally
still dumping come April. The 96 lifts make
it easy to get around, no matter your level.
BEST FOR FOOD

Cortina d’Ampezzo, Italy

Set in the Dolomites, long lunches are just
as important as the alpine skiing in Cortina
d’Ampezzo. For a fabulous feed, don’t miss
dining at the one-Michelin-starred Tivoli.
BEST FOR APRÈS-SKI

Kitzbühel, Austria

The Austrians sure know how to party and
it shows in this picturesque resort. Hotspots
include the Streifalm, a rustic ski hut at
the base of the Streif course; super-trendy
Jimmy’s cocktail bar, and The Londoner,
where you can party all night long.
BEST FOR FAMILY FUN

La Tania, France

A small, traffic-free village with facilities like
La Tanière des Croës kindergarten, which
takes kids from four months to five years.
BEST FOR EXPLORING

Innsbruck, Austria

The shopping, dining and nightlife scenes
here are first-class, with attractions like the
Imperial Palace and the baroque Innsbruck
Cathedral worth checking out.
BEST FOR HAVING IT ALL

Zermatt, Switzerland

Think 54 mountain railways and lifts,
360km of pistes and three ski areas.
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Canada
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It’s the most popular resort in Canada and
for good reason – 3,300ha of skiable terrain
plus very reliable snow conditions with an
average annual snowfall of 11.63m.

New Zealand
BEST FOR SNOWFALL

Treble Cone

From late June to early October you can
ride long, groomed runs in Treble Cone, the
South Island’s largest ski area. The average
maximum snow depth is 3.25m.

BEST FOR FOOD

BEST FOR FOOD

Sun Peaks

Coronet Peak

The second-largest ski area in Canada is loved
for its alpine and Nordic skiing and serves up
some hearty fare at venues including Powder
Hounds and The Burger Joint.

Laidback mountain grub is the order of the
day in Coronet Peak with venues like Heidi’s
Hut, at the base of the Rocky Gully T-bar,
serving up Italian-style fare and mulled wine.

BEST FOR APRÈS-SKI

BEST FOR APRÈS-SKI

Big White

Queenstown

Well known for its family-friendly charm,
Big White also offers a killer aprés-ski scene.
Leading the pack is Snowshoe Sam’s with
its laidback pub atmosphere and live bands.
Meanwhile, The Moose Lounge & Bistro
offers daily drink specials.
BEST FOR FAMILY FUN

Lake Louise

From tubing and ice skating to sleigh rides
and dog-sledding, this ski destination in
Alberta is well loved by families. There’s a ski
school for littlies and daycare facilities, too.
BEST FOR EXPLORING

Fernie

Steep, ungroomed terrain – much of which
is sheltered by snow-laden trees – plus hardto-find runs make this Alberta resort ideal for
adventure enthusiasts.
BEST FOR HAVING IT ALL

Mont Tremblant

Skiable terrain for all levels and a storybook
village vibe are just some of the drawcards
for this fun Quebec ski spot.

The party is relentless in Queenstown with
several options on offer, from sipping lychee
martinis at The Bunker or vintage wine at
Bardeaux to dancing at The Buffalo Club.
BEST FOR FAMILY FUN

Mt Hutt

Kids ski for free? You heard right. When
accompanied by a paying adult, children
aged 10 and under receive free lift access
at Mt Hutt. There are childcare options and
kids’ ski and snowboard lesson packages.
BEST FOR EXPLORING

The Remarkables

Beyond the resort’s boundaries you’ll find
steep, exciting terrain and fresh tracks
just waiting to be ridden and discovered.
Ski-touring is popular from here, too.
BEST FOR HAVING IT ALL

Cardrona

The runs are split into 25 per cent beginner
and advanced respectively plus 50 per cent
intermediate; there’s decent snowfall every
year; it’s family friendly; and very relaxed.

resort rundown

Australia
BEST FOR SNOWFALL

BEST FOR SNOWFALL

Perisher

Niseko

Located in pretty-as-a-picture Kosciuszko
National Park, Mount Perisher’s summit
reaches 2,054m and the season generally
lasts from mid June to October.
BEST FOR FOOD

Thredbo

If gourmet food piques your interest, The
Terrace Restaurant at The Denman Hotel, a
modern stone and glass chalet, is a top pick.
The nearby Cuisine on Lake Crackenback
is another must-visit for foodies.
BEST FOR APRÈS-SKI

Mount Buller

The Kooroora Hotel takes the cake for
offering one of Australia’s wildest après-ski
parties that kicks on well into the wee hours.
BEST FOR FAMILY FUN

Falls Creek

This ski-in, ski-out Victorian village is well
loved by families for a number of reasons:
the ski lifts are super efficient, there are
loads of winter activities on offer including
tobogganing and snow tubing, and the everpopular Snowplay Park.
BEST FOR EXPLORING

Mount Hotham

Words: Kristy Barratt. Photos: iStock

Japan

Another resort renowned for its solid annual
snowfall, Hotham is heaven for pros with
an array of challenging runs to uncover and
three terrain parks to explore.
BEST FOR HAVING IT ALL

Jindabyne

‘Jindy’ is a popular base for those seeking
a budget-friendly ski trip with easy access
to the nearby Thredbo resort.

If the idea of riding waist-deep powder excites
you like no tomorrow, Niseko is the Japanese
ski resort for you. With an annual average of
more than 15m of snow, it’s considered one
of the world’s ‘snowiest’ ski resorts.

United States
BEST FOR SNOWFALL

Jackson Hole

Given 50 per cent of terrain at Jackson Hole,
Wyoming, is reserved for expert skiers and
boarders, and the snowfall is some of the
best in the USA, this is the pace to go for
serious folk.

BEST FOR FOOD

BEST FOR FOOD

Tomamu

Aspen

After a hard day’s skiing, the selection of
buffets and venues serving ramen noodles
at Tomamu, Hokkaido, will please.

Eating and drinking in Aspen, Colorado is
a favourite past-time for visitors. Be sure to
check out upmarket The Little Nell hotel.

BEST FOR APRÈS-SKI

BEST FOR APRÈS-SKI

Hakuba Valley

Park City

The nightlife is diverse and teeming in
Hakuba with traditional izakayas (informal
drinking dens), clubs and karaoke bars
dotted throughout the region.
BEST FOR FAMILY FUN

Shiga Kogen

The biggest ski area in Japan is ideal for
families thanks to its 21 interlinked resorts
available all on the one lift ticket. With the
Jigokudani Monkey Park close by (where wild
monkeys bathe in hot spring waters), little
ones can be kept happily entertained.
BEST FOR EXPLORING

Mount Naeba

Take a ride on the ‘Dragondola’ gondola,
which connects neighbouring resorts and
ski areas, chill out in a steamy hot spring,
or explore the great runs on offer.
BEST FOR HAVING IT ALL

Rusutsu

Family friendly with a dedicated kids’ snow
park, accessible runs and plenty of on-snow
activities like tubing, Rusutsu caters for all.

Home to the only ski-in distillery in the world,
the High West Distillery & Saloon, Park City
also boasts bucket-loads of other fun venues,
including the classy Powder Champagne Ice
Lounge at the Waldorf Astoria.
BEST FOR FAMILY FUN

Mount Alyeska

The kids won’t stand a chance getting bored
in Alyeska. Beyond the slopes there’s the
Alaska Wildlife Conservation Center, the
scenic Alyeska Aerial Tram, and much more.
BEST FOR EXPLORING

Lake Tahoe

There’s so much to uncover in Lake Tahoe:
classy wine bars and elegant bistros such
as Cottonwood abound, plus you can go ice
skating and soak in hot springs.
BEST FOR HAVING IT ALL

Vail

Vail is a consistently good ski destination and
part of the Epic Pass for die-hard skiers. The
pass gets you into resorts across Colorado,
California, Michigan and more.
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14–17 JANUARY, ASPEN

28–31 JANUARY, ASPEN

Wintersköl

X Games Aspen

Aspen’s four-day ‘toast to
winter’ embraces the town’s
Nordic history. Get your tasting
spoon out for the Soupsköl
competition, where local
restaurants go head to head
to see who has the best soup,
or dress up your pooch for the
canine fashion show.

This is one of the world’s best
on-snow action sports and
music festivals. Watch sporting
legends compete in fierce ski,
snowboard and snowmobile
events. At the end of each day
live music from the likes of
deadmau5 and Twenty One
Pilots entertains the crowd.
JANUARY–APRIL, ACROSS AMERICA

MAYRHOFEN

Altitude Comedy Festival

9 Deep Winter

JANUARY, WHISTLER

Photo Challenge

If you’re an aspiring
photographer, be sure
to head to Canada
in January for the
10th anniversary of
this popular event.
Challengers are given
72 hours to explore
Whistler Blackcomb’s
legendary terrain
to create a photo
slideshow of their
experience. A banging
afterparty follows all
the fun.
74

This hilarious alpine comedy
festival returns to Austria in
2016 with a stellar lineup.
Catch some of the funniest
people in the world at The
Gala Show, or if a cheeky
party vibe is more your style,
you can laugh along with
emerging performers at the
nightly Late Show.

flightcentre.com.au/ski-holidays

11-15
January

Red Bull All Snow

This is a snow sports
event like no other.
Snowboarders
navigate handmade
courses, making
use of the natural
environment to pull off
tricks that you won’t
find anywhere else.

travel planner
29 JANUARY–21 FEBRUARY, CHITOSE

5–14 FEBRUARY, OTARU

15–16 FEBRUARY, YOKOTE

Lake Shikotsu Ice Festival

Snow Light Path Festival

Kamakura Festival

Water from Lake Shikotsu is some of the clearest in Japan,
and locals like to show it off by making ice sculptures from
the lake’s water. During the day families can enjoy the
ice slide, rink, horse rides and hot springs, and at night
fireworks regularly light up the sky.

FEBRUARY, HIROSAKI CITY

Words: Alana Young. Photos: Anthony Upton, Ashley Barker, C2 Photography, iStock, Mt. Norquay
Dates correct at time of publication.

FEBRUARY, WHISTLER

Family Fun Day

5–18 FEBRUARY, SAPPORO

Sapporo Snow Festival

Around two million people
attend this winter wonderland
each year, making it the largest
in Japan. With about 250 snow
sculptures on show, it’s no
wonder. Come and marvel at
them and celebrate the beauty
of the season.

5–7 FEBRUARY, YAMAGATA

Snow Monster Festival

As snow falls on Zao
Onsen ski resort in
Japan it forms huge
figures that look like
monsters rising out
of the powder. In the
evening, the faux
creatures are lit up
for night ski runs.

Little snow houses are
built across this Japanese
city, and visitors are invited
inside by local children to
grill rice cakes and drink
warm rice wine in return
for making an offering
to the water deity. There
are also festival stalls and
snow sculptures to enjoy.

8 Nintendo

Snow Lantern Festival

Hirosaki, one of Japan’s
best cherry blossom spots
in the warmer months, is
transformed in the winter.
Historic Japanese architecture
is reimagined as it is laden
with snow and lit up with
dozens of lanterns. Some
larger structures have videos
projected onto them. It’s a
beautiful event for all ages.

During this 10-day festival the
snowy streets of Otaru, Japan,
light up with snow lanterns and
sculptures. The best place to
experience the festival is along
the historic canals of the Unga
Kaijo area.

6 –11 FEBRUARY, HOKKAIDO

Asahikawa Winter Festival
Asahikawa shows just how
creative people can be. Each
year an enormous snow
sculpture is constructed, the
backdrop for smaller ice and
snow sculptures, a giant ice
slide, fireworks, events and
food markets.

Hit the slopes with the
kids for some family
activities, then head
down the mountain
to enjoy games and
prizes. The resort also
has two adventure
playlands open all
season long.

14 Lifts of Love

FEBRUARY, BANFF

If skiing is your true love,
Mt Norquay’s snowy take on
speed dating is a perfect way
to spend the most romantic
day of the year.

19–21 FEBRUARY, BRITISH COLUMBIA

Kootenay Coldsmoke
Powder Festival

Get tips from the experts to
up your skiing game, learn
the basics in an all-day clinic
at Whitewater Ski Resort, or
experience some backcountry
action. Don’t forget to take time
out from the slopes to enjoy
the film festival and memorable
after-parties.
1–28 MARCH, YELLOWKNIFE

Snowking XXi

Every year the
residents of
Yellowknife, Canada,
join arms to construct
the Snowcastle.
This becomes the
centrepiece of their
month-long winter
wonderland, which
celebrates the arts
and the region’s
cultural heritage.
There’s even dance
parties and ice slides.
Travel ideas
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ASPEN

The Ski Week

This fan favourite is back at one of the best
resorts in North America. During the day enjoy
heli-skiing, mountainside yoga and a slalom
challenge for the more competitive snow
bunnies. After dark, grab a craft beer and
enjoy some après-ski fun.

3 -10
April

12 Brew-Ski Festival

MARCH, BOYNE HIGHLANDS

Where snow sports meet craft
beer – hopefully not at the same
time! This Michigan festival
features more than 280 craft
brews, sampling bars, burgers,
live music and epic slopes.

27 Golden Bunny Classic
MARCH, COLORADO

Candy Hunt and Fun Race

Winter Park Resort will host
a candy hunt on the mountain
with Winter Park Willie, the
resort’s friendly moose mascot.
There’s also an Easter egg hunt
at base camp for little ones.

8–17 APRIL, WHISTLER

10–13 JUNE, PERISHER

World Ski &
Snowboard Festival

Peak Festival

Named as 2016’s best
Western ski resort
by SKI magazine,
Whistler is also home
to the biggest annual
gathering of winter
sports, music and arts
in North America. The
festival boasts 10 days
of free entertainment,
competitions and nonstop parties day and
night. Don’t stick too
close to the schedule
– impromptu shows
pop up all the time!

14 Mum’s

APRIL, WHISTLER

28 MARCH, 30 APRIL, ISCHGL

Top of the Mountain
Concerts

International stars play at the
outdoor Top of the Mountain
concert series at Ischgl,
Austria, which have long been
regarded as one of the party
highlights of the European
snow season.
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Mountain Classic

Open to all mums,
stepmums, grandmothers
and the girlfriends of mums
everywhere, this fun race day
includes morning coffee, lunch
and festivities. This year’s
theme is metallic, so don your
best bling to ensure you make
the day unforgettable.

flightcentre.com.au/ski-holidays

JUNE, THREDBO

Thredbo Opening
Weekend

Come along to one of
Thredbo’s famous seasonopening parties and enjoy
poolside bashes, fireworks,
live music from some of
Australia’s hottest acts
and, of course, snow action.
There’s no better time to go!

Celebrate the opening
of Australia’s ski
season with a huge
music festival at
one of the country’s
best ski resorts. The
festival showcases
fab Australian artists,
fireworks, themed
concerts and poetry
nights – and don’t
forget to get your
skiing in!
24 JUNE–3 JULY, QUEENSTOWN

Winter Festival

Celebrate in style in NZ
with everything winter and
everything fun. Roll off
the ice-rink and straight
into a pop-up cafe before
wandering the markets and
capping the day off with live
music and comedy.

travel planner
AUGUST, PERISHER

Perisher X-Country
Ski Week

1–9 JULY, WANAKA, CROMWELL
& QUEENSTOWN

NZ Mountain Film Festival

Some of the best
adventure and
adrenaline films
are screened here,
and you can join in
activities such as filmmaking competitions,
art exhibitions and
presentations by
renowned guest
speakers.

SEPTEMBER, FALLS CREEK

Each year Falls Creek, Victoria, hosts this touching event
in support of the Leukaemia Foundation. Feel extra good
tearing up the slopes knowing that you’re also helping to
fund research to improve treatments for cancer.

25 Treble Cone

SEPTEMBER, TREBLE CONE

Closing Day

27 AUGUST–3 SEPTEMBER,
QUEENSTOWN

Gay Ski Week

The largest gay and lesbian
Winter Pride in the Southern
Hemisphere is one big party
for skiers and non-skiers
alike. The opening night is a
must-do, but every day brings
something new, from foam
parties to karaoke.

One of the highlights
of the New Zealand
snow season, Treble
Cone’s closing day,
is a colourful and
eclectic mix of live
entertainment, wacky
fancy dress and chilledout BBQs to send the
season off in style.

6–8 AUGUST, FALLS CREEK

9–11 SEPTEMBER, FALLS CREEK

If you’re feeling
ski-ed out there’s
plenty more to do on
the snow in Australia.
This annual Falls
Creek race is
an exhilarating
spectacle, pitting
teams of dogs and
their mushers against
one another and
the harsh alpine
elements. Spectators
can watch from the
finish line to catch
each dash to glory!

Who says you can’t stay snuggly warm on
the snow? Wear your onesie with pride
for this weekend of fun-filled skiing action
and take advantage of all the discounts
available to those in proper attire.

Sled Dog Classic
Photos: Boyne Highlands Resort, Charlie Brown, Chris Hocking, Fabian Wester,
iStock, Thredbo, Winter Park Resort

Head to Perisher for a
celebration of cross-country
skiing. With a huge variety
of races and trails, it’s
perfect for skiers of all levels.
There’s also activities such
as horse riding, mountain
biking, and lots of cafes and
vineyards for non-skiers
to relax in.

3 Light the Night

Onesie Weekend

SEPTEMBER, THREDBO

Kids Snow Festival

The likes of face painting, pizza
nights, fireworks and more will
make this every kid’s perfect
Aussie school holiday.
DECEMBER, LES DEUX ALPES, FRANCE

Rise Festival

Voted as the 2015 European
resort of the year at the World
Snow Awards, Les Deux Alpes
puts on a killer week-long party.
Award-winning venues stretch
along the whole mountain so
you’re always close to beer and
the countless après-ski events.
Ice discos, cinemas, and top
skiing in Europe make this
festival unmissable.
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The
CHALLENGE
WHETHER YOU’RE A FIRST-TIMER
OR A PRO, THERE’S A RESORT
FOR YOU. TWO FLIGHT CENTRE
CONSULTANTS EXPLORE TWO OF
THE BEST RESORTS FOR VARYING
LEVELS OF SKIING SKILL

For
pros

REBECCA
GREGORY,
SENIOR
CONSULTANT,
FLIGHT CENTRE
MT ELIZA, VIC
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With secret runs, freestyler favourites
and excellent terrain, Whistler Blackcomb,
two hours’ drive from Vancouver in Canada,
is the place for pros.

Play

On a powder day, opt for the ‘fresh tracks
breakfast’ package. You get access to the
mountain before everyone else and get to enjoy a
great breakfast at the mid-mountain Roundhouse
Lodge. The best part is that you are already in
line for the alpine section of the resort by the
time others start uploading from the bottom.
Spanky’s Ladder on Blackcomb is the best
all-round ski run and is accessible via the Glacier
Express chair. The run is in-bound, so it’s best
to head there first on a powder day to get fresh
tracks. Follow this up with the runs on Fraggle
Rock or Christmas Trees, which are both great
options – but you’ll need some local guidance
to get you there.
There are plenty of secret runs on both
Whistler and Blackcomb Mountains and it can
be lots of fun exploring out of bounds, but be
sure to have the proper safety equipment or you
are accompanied by an expert.
Million Dollar Ridge is my favourite out-ofbounds ski run on Whistler Mountain, which is
off the Peak to Creek run. Be warned, if you don’t
know where you are going you can go too far and

flightcentre.com.au/ski-holidays

end up having to hike out to Function Junction
and hitch-hike back into town, like I once did.
Go with someone that knows the area well
or book a backcountry tour.
If you are a freestyle skier then you can’t
go past the terrain parks on both mountains,
consistently rated as two of the best in
North America by SKI and TransWorld
SNOWboarding magazines. On Whistler and
Blackcomb there are a variety of terrain parks
for different abilities, with a total of over 200
features and 100 jumps.

Stay

For a luxurious stay, choose the Hilton or
The Westin hotels as they are at the base of
both the mountains and right in the action
of the village. A great value-for-money option
is the Crystal Lodge & Suites (the location is
great), while a condo would be best for those
planning a longer stay.

Advanced adventures

There are plenty of resorts with challenging
terrain for pro skiers. Chat to your Flight Centre consultant
to narrow down the choices. Go to flightcentre.com.au
or call 131 600 24 hours.

FROM FAR LEFT Whistler
Blackcomb PEAK 2 PEAK
ski lift; pro skiers rave about
Blackcomb’s challenging
terrain; kids don’t want to ski?
Snowshoeing is a popular sport
at Big White; kids can learn to
ski or just enjoy the snow; Big
White is Canada’s largest totally
ski-in, ski-out resort village.

Photos: Big White Ski Resort, Blake Jorgenson, iStock, Paul Morrison

For
novices

MURRAY
THOMAS,
TEAM LEADER,
FLIGHT CENTRE
ALBERT STREET,
QLD

Young, old or anywhere in between,
if you’re keen to try skiing or snowboarding,
Big White southeast of Kelowna in Canada
is a fantastic first pick.

Play

For the absolute beginner (and even those
who have got a few trips under their belt),
Big White is a fantastic resort. The location
of Big White makes it easily accessible to
anyone travelling to Canada as part of a bigger
trip, which means that if you’re trying skiing
for the first time it can fit nicely into your
holiday itinerary. And the snow is of a very
high quality.
The ski school has varying levels catering
for all age groups and the kids program is
considered one of the best in the world. This
is particularly useful if you are a beginner
parent with children – so the kids can have
fun with others their own age, while you learn
to carve the slopes yourself.
Once you’re confident going downhill,
the mountain is nicely divided with mostly
beginner and intermediate runs on one
side and mainly expert runs on the other,
meaning there will be fewer people going
past at full speed and you can focus on having
a great time. You can ski straight from the
slopes into the village where you’ll find lots

of good restaurants. If skiing isn’t for you,
there are a number of other activities on offer,
such as snowshoeing and ice skating. In the
evening you can even go and check out an ice
hockey game.

Stay

The condominiums in Big White are great
for families or groups of friends, as well as
couples looking to relax before resting those
aching muscles. Condos also have more
space so you can really spread out and invite
your newfound friends for a cheeky après-ski
beverage and bite.
There are a lot of early bird and longstay specials available that are designed
specifically for Australian travellers, so the
earlier you book, the better the price you’ll get.
Why not spend a couple of nights in Vancouver
or go in search of the Northern Lights while
you’re there?

Beginner bargains

Beginner skiers have a huge choice of ski resorts to
consider. Chat to your Flight Centre consultant to work
out the best options. Go to flightcentre.com.au or
call 131 600 24 hours.
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Q&A

Travel
clinic

think fli g h t ce ntr e e xp e r ts
will be stu m p e d by y ou r s k i
questions? s now way !

What’s better: early or
late-season skiing?
What are the benefits of both?
The Northern Hemisphere ski season for the USA, Japan
and Europe is from late November through to April, and
even early May with the core season being from December
to February. For the Southern Hemisphere the season is
from mid June to late September, with July and August the
best months for snowfall. If you are relatively flexible, avoid
Christmas, New Year’s and school holidays and also any
local holidays like Chinese New Year in Japan. The slopes
are more crowded and the accommodation rates are at a
premium due to high demand. Going later in the season
means the mountain will have a good snow base and the
weather will be more pleasant. Early and late-season skiing
is generally the worst time to go in terms of snowfall, but the
best if you want minimal crowds.

If you’re a strong
intermediate
skier, heli-skiing
is a fun option.
LAUREN
EDWARDS,
TEAM LEADER,
FLIGHT
CENTRE WEST
PERTH, WA

I’ve heard
there are
services that will
transport your
gear to the slopes.
Tell me more!
Yes, in some countries
there is a local service that
will transport your gear for
you. In Japan, this is used
by locals and tourists alike
and is very affordable and
reliable. You can arrange this
service at major Japanese
airports and cities.
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I’ve
never
skied before
but would love
to try it. Any
top tips on
where to go?
From Australia, a
good taster trip would
be to New Zealand.
It’s close, affordable
and most mountains
have beginner terrain.
Queenstown suits
families, groups, couples
and singles alike with
fantastic restaurants
and bars. If your legs get
too sore to keep going,
there are many nonsnow related sightseeing
activities too.

flightcentre.com.au/ski-holidays

My husband and I are dying to try
heli-skiing. Where’s best to try it?
New Zealand is a great introductory destination for heli-skiing as
the terrain ranges from high intermediate to advanced. The runs
are open and it’s relatively affordable.

travel clinic
We’re
taking the
kids skiing in
Perisher. What
can we do on and
off the slopes?

If you like your
drinks cold and your
nights unforgettable,
Whistler Blackcomb
is paradise.

CALLUM
HENSON,
SENIOR
CONSULTANT,
FLIGHT
CENTRE
ERINA, NSW

My mates
and I are
skiing Whistler for
two weeks. What’s
the après-ski
scene like?

Photos: iStock

Whistler Blackcomb is
comprised of two incredible
mountains and caters to
every level of skiing. There

are easy-pace, wide-open
groomed runs for beginners
and epic deep bowls for the
powder hounds.
Almost 12m of yearly
snowfall and more than
3,000ha of skiable terrain
make Whistler Blackcomb
a skier’s paradise. Whistler
village itself is only two
hours’ north of Vancouver,
making it easy to head
straight to the mountain
after your plane landing.
The bijou village has a
paved, pedestrian-only
stroll running through the
middle, comprising shops
and restaurants – you could
spend all day here.

I recommend a big
hearty breakfast before a
day’s skiing at Wild Wood
Pacific Bistro, followed by
the après-ski scene at one
of the numerous outdoor
patios filled with skiers. The
Longhorn Saloon & Grill is
at the base of Whistler and
will meet your needs for
a ice-cold beer and share
plates, but my pick is Crystal
Lounge for its laidback
atmosphere and live music
every night.
Conveniently, the bulk of
the accommodation is within
a short walk to the gondolas,
making Whistler heaven for
three days or three weeks.

Almost 12m of yearly snowfall...
make Whistler Blackcomb a skier’s
paradise”

Perisher has fantastic
amenities for families –
there are a host of activities
and the skiing covers all
levels. Whether you are
a returning skier or firsttimer, there is everything
from private lessons
and kids programs to
performance sessions.
If you want to take a day off
the slopes, try some tubing,
cross-country skiing or
snowshoeing. After a fun
day out, enjoy dinner at
one of the restaurants.
For something different,
take a Groomer Tour, try
some night skiing, or watch
the fireworks (Tuesday
nights). Then have a good
sleep, wake up and enjoy
the snow all over again!

Do you have a travel
question you need
answering? Tweet it
to @FlightCentreAu
#AskTheExperts
on Twitter.

Getting there

Visit your local Flight Centre for more
advice and the latest deals on ski holidays.
Go to flightcentre.com.au or call
131 600 24 hours.

Travel ideas
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choose your resort

Suit yourself

F I N D T H E R I G H T S N OW Y D E S T I N AT I O N
T O S U I T YO U R P E R S O N A L I T Y T Y P E

The luxe lover

The adrenaline
junkie

Cardrona

Aspen

St Moritz

Perisher

Whistler

Park City

Breckenridge

Mammoth
Mountain

Niseko

St Anton

Revelstoke

Verbier

Treble Cone

Jackson Hole

The young family

Falls Creek

Big White

Snowmass

Val d’Isere

Deer Valley
Illustration: Chin Yeuk

Courchevel

The serious skier
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Ski New Zealand
with Skimax!

Let the Experts take you across the ditch.
We have everything you need for a ski holiday
Queenstown, Wanaka, Methven & Mt Ruapehu

To book your next ski holiday, visit your nearest Flight Centre store.

Dream and plan
on the go.
Our Travel ideas magazines are packed
full of inspiration for your next trip!
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Pick up a copy in store, download
the app or read online at
flightcentre.com.au/travel-ideas

